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Adapt to Survive.
The role of social media, sharing and communication to ameliorate this world.
Preface
Margarita Kefalaki1

The world has always been in a constant change; nevertheless the actual health crisis with
COVID-19 imposes a unique and very difficult battle (Beckman, 2021). Adapting and advancing
to this new reality (Dort et al., 2020; Felepchuk & Finley, 2021; Hai et al., 2021) can help us
survive. Research and generally education can become a bridge to help our capacity to learn,
adapt and advance (García-Morales, 2021; Kang, 2021; Soto-Acosta, 2020; Tejedor, 2021).
This book includes research papers that can help us towards this effort to learn, share, adapt and
ameliorate, ourselves and others. The papers of this book were presented at three different
international academic conferences, organized by the Communication Institute of Greece, that
took place in August 2021, more particularly a) the 2nd International Conference on Education
(EDU2021), b) the 6th International Conference on Communication and Management
(ICCM2021),
and c) the 2nd International Hellenic Conference on Political Sciences: Communicating in
Politics? (HEPO2021).
This is not a standard book of conference proceedings since all papers were blind reviewed and
comments were sent to authors in order for them to ameliorate their research. Each author had a
time limit period to proceed to the necessary changes. It is on each author’s responsibility and
choice if he/she has taken into account the blind reviewer’s comments or not. Our purpose, by
blind reviewing all the papers of our conferences is to become able to share valuable and good
research papers within the academic community and, of course, our conference participants and
academic members, all respected academics, researchers and doctoral students each one in their
field.
Additionally we requested from all authors to follow a suggested structure for the proceedings, so
that it is of easy access and consistency to all readers, starting by a) an introduction and then b)
introducing the research topic, c) the research questions, d) the results and last, adding some e)
questions for reflection.
Apart from the conference proceedings, some of the papers were proposed for publication at the
Journal of Education, Innovation, and Communication (JEICOM), and some others at the Journal
of Applied Learning & Teaching.
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Let’s now take a look at the papers of this book:
‘Crowdsourcing as a tool against misinformation: The role of social media and usergenerated content in overturning misinformation during the Greek Covid-19 pandemic’, is the
first paper of this book, by Evangelos Lamprou and Nikos Antonopoulos. This paper reveals
whether crowdsourcing and citizen journalism strategies and techniques can be used by various
stakeholders in order to tackle misinformation and disinformation deriving from established
popular and important media outlets.
‘The role of twitter bots in political discussion on 2019 European elections’ is the second
paper of this book, by Thomai Voulgari, Vasilis Vasilopoulos, and Antonis Skamnakis. This paper
considers the strategic use of Bots or fake accounts enabled by artificial intelligence in political
discussion on Twitter. The authors analyze variables related the scope of activity of automated
bots accounts and the degree of interaction taking into account different factors, such as the type
of content of twitter messages and their intentions, as well as the spreading to the general public.
More particularly, the researchers collected large volumes of Twitter accounts of 88 party leaders
and MEP candidates between 10th of May and 30th of May 2019 and were based on content
analysis of tweets while using an innovative network analysis tool known as MediaWatch.io
(https://mediawatch.io/). The study examines over 314.254 election-related tweets.
Andjelka Mihajlov, Aleksandra Mladenovic, and Filip Jovanovic justifies environmental
communication through the media archive reports as participant science tool, considering that
media represent citizens with their paper entitled ‘Contribution to Environmental Communication:
comparative analysis of two qualitative methods as the performance to European Union
accession’.
‘The uses of social media applications in Higher Education’ by Amr Assad and Mona
Gabr is a study that analyzes the use social media in higher education. More precisely, the impact
of social media on higher education and the use of social media platforms in different disciplines
are examined.
Tianyi Liu and Giuseppe Bettoni, with their article ‘The Geopolitical Influence of China's
st
21 Century Maritime Silk Road on Mediterranean Countries’, examine maritime issues from the
perspective of geo-environment, geopolitics, and geo-strategy. In this last article of this book, the
authors discuss the geopolitical influence of China’s 21st Century Maritime Road on the
Mediterranean countries.
‘Music and Dance, the Ultimate mode of Communication’, by Margarita Kefalaki is an article that
aims to share and communicate good practices and ideas. The author describes her personal
experiences related to music and dance to prove how they provide a universal language that can
connect people and nations, as an example to follow.
The appropriate use of social media, but also and mainly our need to share and communicate good
practices and ideas can certainly ameliorate this world. What we aim with this book and the
international conferences we organize, is, among others to freely share academic research, useful
for academics and individuals that care to make this world a better place.
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Crowdsourcing as a tool against misinformation:
The role of social media and user-generated content in overturning misinformation during
the Greek Covid-19 pandemic.
Evangelos Lamprou2
Nikos Antonopoulos3
Introduction:
The abundance of information can be considered a favorable factor for obtaining better-informed citizens, especially
since the volume and diversity of information in the media environment promote learning about the most relevant
public issues. In times of crisis, as are those in which large-scale natural disasters, terrorist attacks, or disease
outbreaks occur, the importance of this factor increases, and information from the media becomes a key element for
the functioning of society. Due to the high level of uncertainty, it is in the media that most people usually trust to
understand the environment in which they live and make decisions regarding that environment. Similarly, in these
situations, the media’s influence is often amplified. Especially in crisis management situations, the use of reliable
sources of information is one of the most important factors of social behavior.
Research Topic:
This dissertation scopes to reveal whether crowdsourcing and citizen journalism strategies and techniques can be used
by various stakeholders in order to tackle misinformation and disinformation deriving from established popular and
important media outlets. For this reason, an iconic incident is used. Researchers use quantitative & qualitative
research in combination with the empirical walkthrough method visiting major and high evaluated news websites that
displayed non-true stories about the beginning of Nea Smyrni riots in Greece on the 7th of March 2021.
Research questions:
The dissertation’s research focuses on two basic pylons:
•Monitoring and analyzing the way the Nea Smyrni initial incident was presented by 5 of the most important news
websites in Greece in terms of circulation and state funding during the pandemic of Covid-19 as this is obvious from
Alexa top 50 sites in Greece and the state funding campaign “Menoume Spiti”. Researchers conducted empirical
research and visited the websites using the walkthrough method.
•Analyzing certain characteristics of importance and popularity of the news websites which initially presented a
different aspect on the incident which was later proven misleading and highlighting that professionalism, popularity
and importance of news-media websites do not necessarily guarantee absence of misinformation.
Results:
This dissertation states that professional and highly evaluated news websites in Greece cannot avoid fake news and
misinformation. This statement derives from the high evaluation they gain from the state as it is proven from the
funding distributed from the “Menoume spiti” campaign as well as from the vast popularity they retain according to
the data derived from the Alexa top 50 Greek websites list[...].It is obvious that crowd-sourced and citizen journalism
retain great potential. Social media are accused of wide-spreading fake news and misinformation. On the other hand,
professional, popular, and high evaluated media outlets do not always avoid fake news and misinformation. The
corona-virus era in Greece highlights this statement intensely due to the lockdown and the difficulties it brings in
journalistic research and reporting but also in the lack of resources of all kinds for the media. Professional reporters
and journalists alone seem that cannot guarantee the absence of fake news and misinformation. Crowd-sourced and
citizen journalism might be a solution to support media outlets in many ways when all kinds of resources are scarce,
in order for journalism to fulfil its role and serve public interest and democracy.
Questions for reflection:
In what ways credibility of mainstream media can be strengthened?
Can professional reporters and journalists alone guarantee the absence of fake news and misinformation?
Can crowd-sourced and citizen journalism consist a solution to support media outlets in other ways when all kinds of
resources are scarce, in order for journalism to fulfil its role and serve public interest and democracy?
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Abstract
Journalism is a critical element for democracy. Though accurate information and news are crucial
for all modern democratic societies, fake news and misinformation seem to be present even in
mainstream traditional media. Journalists used to be the gatekeepers of news providing reliable
information to audiences mainly through the dominant traditional media. Nevertheless, this has
significantly changed. The emergence of digital journalism, social media, participatory
journalism, and a significant decline in traditional media’s power and impact has led to a new era
in public sphere control and agenda-setting.
Citizens of the digital era have plenty of opportunities not only to access information such as news
but also to record, produce, comment, share or criticize such information. Without a doubt, social
media and citizen journalism have been heavily criticized for helping fake news, hoaxes, and nontrue stories to spread in the public sphere but this is not the case. Fake news and most importantly
misinformation and disinformation seem to derive not only from social media but surprisingly
from established traditional media outlets who are supposed to be the main gatekeepers of truth
and news reliability.
This paper scopes to reveal how crowdsourcing techniques such as crowd wisdom, crowd voting,
and crowd creation mainly through social media have overturned cases of misinformation and
fake news presented in traditional and established media outlets during the covid-19 pandemic
lock-down in Greece. The walkthrough method and statistical analysis are used in order to track
the cases of fake news and misinformation in comparison to the media outlets’ popularity.
The findings of the study chart the Greek public sphere’s and mediascape's characteristics and
reveal the importance of crowdsourcing and its different techniques as a tool for digital journalism
in the battle against fake news and misinformation, shaping new communication models.

Keywords: Misinformation, Crowdsourcing, Digital Journalism, Social Media
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Introduction
News media, in their gatekeeper function, are expected to play a pivotal social role in providing
relevant and accurate information during crisis situations. In their coverage, news media and
journalists are acknowledged being capable of shaping the evolution and magnitude of a crisis and
its consequences. Media make information public and so add to the collective knowledge of what
is going on. The audience uses the information and frames provided by journalists to interpret the
crisis and act upon it. Therefore, news media and journalists can create or avoid public panic and
hence play an important role in the prevention of crisis escalation (van der Meer, Verhoeven,
Beentjes & Vliegenthart, 2016).
At first glance, the abundance of information can be considered a favourable factor for obtaining
better-informed citizens, especially since the volume and diversity of information in the media
environment promote learning about the most relevant public issues. In times of crisis, as are
those in which large-scale natural disasters, terrorist attacks or disease outbreaks occur, the
importance of this factor increases and information from the media becomes a key element for the
functioning of society. Due to the high level of uncertainty, it is in the media that most people
usually trust to understand the environment in which they live and make decisions regarding that
environment. Similarly, in these situations, the media’s influence is often amplified. Especially in
crisis management situations, the use of reliable sources of information is one of the most
important factors of social behavior (Ferreira & Borges, 2020).
Although the communication channels available today are improving worldwide interactions, the
dissemination of uncorroborated information is affecting the content’s credibility adversely (Liu et
al., 2020).
1.1 Literature review
As media’s consensus-building function weakens, multiple agendas compete against one another
for people’s attention. This fragmentation of agendas is evident as numerous groups and segments
give attention to topics and issues about their specialized interests. Most importantly, consumers
of content seem unable to differentiate between documented information — including scientific
research — versus undocumented content, pseudoscience, and gossip. Often consumers of digital
content cannot distinguish among various types of ‘news,’ the origin, and how content was
processed and disseminated. The rapid proliferation and easy dissemination of content, though
heralded as a triumph of the information society, nonetheless pose challenges for citizens and
media users. As consumers fail to differentiate between information and undocumented content,
fake news seems to set new agendas of mass communication, and dubious content becomes salient
in public minds (Maniou et al., 2020).
Some years ago, the access and the diffusion of information was not so easy, as there were a lot of
technical and economic barriers that needed to be overcome in order to achieve the spread and
communication of information throughout such a large network. The maintenance of this vast
connected network allows citizens to share openly their ideas and opinions without relying on face
to face communication. In some cases, this advancement plays a significant role in expressing
easier political or ideological ideas (Karyotakis et al., 2019).
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Participatory journalism is any kind of newswork at the hands of professionals and amateurs, of
journalists and citizens, and of users and producers benchmarked by what Benkler calls commons
based peer production: “the networked environment makes possible a new modality of organizing
production: radically decentralized, collaborative, and non-proprietary; based on sharing resources
and outputs among widely distributed, loosely connected individuals who cooperate with each
other without relying on either market signals or managerial commands describes the key to
understanding the new media ecosystem as based on networked technologies that are P2P (‘peerto-peer’) in organization and collaborative in principle. As such, an embrace of this networked
environment by journalism challenges news organizations to extend the level of their direct
engagement with audiences as participants in the processes of gathering, selecting, editing,
producing, and communicating news (Deuze et al., 2007).
1.1.2 Crowdsourcing
A fundamental element for citizen and participatory journalism is crowdsourcing. Jeff Howe,
(2008) states that crowdsourcing isn’t a single strategy. He explains four strategies that broadly
make up crowdsourcing:
1. Crowd Wisdom – uses crowd’s knowledge and opinion
2. Crowd Creation – uses crowd’s creative energy
3. Crowd Voting – uses crowd’s judgment on specific issues
4. Crowd Funding – uses crowd’s fundraising abilities
In terms of media and journalism, crowdsourcing can be used as a knowledge-search method for
both participatory and citizen journalism. In participatory journalism, readers participate in
journalistic processes as, for example, commentators or content producers. In citizen journalism,
people who are not professional journalists produce news and content that can be perceived as
journalism. Citizen journalism is often defined as reporting in which ordinary people adopt the
role of journalist, and citizen journalists produce articles and pictures that can appear either on
independent blogs and news sites run by citizens or on established news sites. In crowdsourcing,
instead, the crowd contributes raw material to a process run by a journalist, who decides if and
how to use the crowd’s input in her or his story. Participation in crowdsourcing is often a quick,
one-time act. Citizen journalists can use crowdsourcing in their reporting, and established news
sites can deploy crowdsourcing by asking citizen journalists to submit certain types of information
(Aitamurto, 2015).
In crowd-sourced journalism, the crowd is invited to participate in journalistic processes in
various ways, by submitting knowledge, sharing opinions, or sending pictures. While the classic
form of crowdsourcing employs the audiences’ eyes and ears by urging people to recount their
daily observations, improvised crowdsourcing channels the expertise of readers in reporting
specialized topics through an open call (Antonopoulos et al., 2020).
1.1.2 Crowdsourcing in journalism and misinformation
Misinformation—or information that is false or misleading— can quickly reach thousands to
millions of readers via online social and search platforms, helped by inattentive or malicious
sharers and algorithms optimized for engagement. In recent years, platforms and third party
organizations have developed tools and processes for people to label the credibility of news
articles to slow the spread of misinformation. Some initiatives include Facebook’s fact-checking
16

program and Climate Feedback’s use of domain experts. However, expert feedback is hard to
scale. Other initiatives such as TruthSquad, FactcheckEU, and WikiTribune have pursued a lowerbarrier crowdsourced approach, which sometimes run into issues with quality; workarounds
include final judgments by experts or delegating primary research to experts (He et al., 2020).
In addition to professional fact checkers, ordinary citizens, who are concerned about
misinformation, can play a crucial role in organically curbing its spread and impact. Compared to
professional fact checkers, concerned citizens, who are users of the platform where
misinformation appears, have the ability to directly engage with people who propagate false
claims either because of ignorance or for a malicious purpose. They can back up their arguments
using professional fact checks and trusted sources, whenever available. The cohort of ordinary
citizens is also commonly referred to as crowd. Thus, the role of crowd or citizens who are
concerned about misinformation can be critically important (Micallef et al., 2020). Generally it is
accepted that collective wisdom can be better than an individual’s judgment, including those of
individual experts. However, there are situations in which the collective is a lot worse because
they do not have enough relevant information, suggesting a baseline expertise in the crowd is
necessary (Bhuiyan et al, 2020).
Journalists and news outlets have been under pressure to accommodate changing dynamics related
to the information-seeking and information-sharing behaviours of a connected audience. These
conditions have contributed to an institutional crisis in the field with many traditional news outlets
closing or scaling back coverage, and this trend has been accompanied by an identity crisis for
journalists with some viewing the rise of the “citizen journalist” as a potential rival or even
replacement for the professional, culminating in a notion that journalism can take place without a
journalist—“journalism as doing” as opposed to “journalism as being” (Dailey & Starbird, 2014).
Online media in particular have made it possible for audiences – or more precisely, users – to skip
past news publications to directly connect with the organisations, institutions, and individuals in
which they are interested – to follow first-hand the press releases and public statements of
governments, politicians, companies, NGOs, and other figures of public life. Additionally, such
active users are now also able to share with others what they observe as they do so, through a
wide range of platforms ranging from collaborative bookmarking tools through personal and
group blogs to social media sites, and thereby to find and connect with other users interested in
similar topics (Bruns, 2011).
Professional journalists’ participation in Web 2.0 communities like Twitter and Facebook, the
social media platforms most widely used by journalists in their work, is having a transformative
impact on established professional practices, norms and values. In particular, the convergence of
private and professional lives on these platforms, and real time interactions between ‘audiences’
and journalists are altering traditional reporting practices and even challenging the value of
objectivity.
Additionally, ‘open journalism’ models, which promote collaborative research and reportage, are
gaining traction via the large-scale uptake of social media practice within mainstream newsrooms.
One impact of this trend is the development of new verification processes that actively challenge
long established standards designed to ensure accurate reporting (Posetti, 2013).
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Crowdsourcing is a way for journalists to fill gaps in their knowledge. A metaphor for illustrating
the mechanism in practice is fishing with nets. By crowdsourcing, journalists cast their nets into
the water. The net is larger and wider than in a traditional journalistic knowledge search, which
involves the journalist calling potential sources one by one. In crowdsourcing, the journalist’s call
for information goes out to a massive number of people simultaneously, and thus, can result in an
effective discovery of knowledge. Crowdsourcing can be particularly useful to journalists who are
new to a topic or to news journalists who are not covering their regular beat, because news
journalists are time-pressured for finding relevant information very fast (Aitamurto, 2015).
According to Riskos et al., (2021) news media brands can be considered as signs of credibility
and quality, designed to communicate traits and feelings, and to enhance the product value. A
brand can be associated with previous product experience and can create expectations for future
outcomes. Keeping in this vein, a news media brand serves as a construct that reflects emotional,
cognitive, stylistic, conscious, and unconscious indications for a news medium. The significance
of news media brands was stressed by Marshall McLuhan, in his popular quote, “the medium is
the message”. News media brands function as a formative trait of media messages and affect the
process of news elaboration. In particular, news media readers encode, store and retrieve better the
news that is offered by a specific media brand, rather than the news provided by non-branded
media. Credible news media brands trigger stronger arousal responses, which in turn improve
information storage and retrieval efficiency.
When putting professionals and crowds side by side to compare their relative source credibility,
studies find that cues from the crowds are more persuasive than from authority under certain
circumstances. The crowds will be more influential than professionals if the crowds have a
consensus. Paek et al. (2011) add that when individuals perceive similarity from a group,
messages from the group members have a stronger ability to change people’s ideas than
authoritative messages. Given these studies on the persuasiveness of professionals and crowds,
this research introduces fact-checking flags from both experts and crowdsourcing and investigates
their impacts on media consumers’ identification of fake news (Gaozhao, 2021). Lots of
researches have been conducted in order to fight fake news and misinformation. Crowdsourcing
seems as a promising strategy to tackle the phenomenon of misinformation, by detecting non
trustworthy new outlets and flagging fake news when detected. According to Pennycook and Rand
research (2019)
using crowdsourced trust ratings to gain information about media outlet
reliability—information that can help inform ranking algorithms—shows promise as one such
approach. Despite substantial partisan differences and lack of familiarity with many outlets,
participants’ trust ratings were, in the aggregate, quite successful at differentiating mainstream
media outlets from hyper-partisan and fake news websites. Furthermore, the ratings given by
participants were very strongly correlated with ratings provided by professional fact-checkers.
In one way or another, media environments around the world are changing. The change is not only
a change in content but also a change in the ways in which citizens discover, use, consume, and
interact with content. These new conditions have significant implications for what the media
report, the way in which the content is consumed, and, finally, the quality of informed citizenship.
Beyond any doubt non-true stories also exist in the Greek mediascape, leading citizens to wrong
decisions, misleading them for important decisions for their everyday lives, and even creating
misunderstanding among different social teams and stakeholders. What is clear with the findings
of this research is that non-true stories, fake news, and misinformation penetrate many different
media outlets, even legacy and historic media. Brand qualities such as the trustworthiness of
18

traditional media outlets might be under question (Lamprou et al., 2021).
1.1.3 The mediascape situation in Greece
Greek mediascape seems in turmoil during the last decade or more. The economic crisis and its
political management by all Greek governments after the beginning of the crisis in 2009 and the
so called Troika (the EU, ECB and IMF), have brought significant challenges to the media
environment of Greece, with independent journalism, in particular, to be facing important
economic as well as sociopolitical pressures. The loss of printed press sales during the crisis’
times has resulted in the closing of established newspapers (like ‘Eleytherotypia’) and the opening
of new ones as well. The crisis’ emergency regimes also brought the autocratic shut down of the
public broadcaster (ERT) in June 2013 by the time’s coalition government of conservatives and
social democrats. Independent media projects and networks also rose during the crisis, developed
by journalists, citizens and social movements, in Greece and elsewhere. According to Mylonas
(2017), self-organized groups and networks of journalists and other media personnel have started
exploring new models of journalism, while the Internet has become increasingly prominent in the
media landscape, offering the potential for greater pluralism and independence, yet it has also
been implicated in low quality output, gossip, copy-and-paste news, and dependence on big firm
advertisements’. Within the crisis context, social media allowed civic participation in Greece to
occur in and through the media citizens were able to be media producers in different (and often
conflicting) ways.
Media in Greece rank among the least trusted by the public, compared to other countries in
Europe. This fact, however, is not reflected in the ongoing international discussion about the
challenges faced by the media around the world. On the contrary, it seems that Greek media are by
and large regarded internationally as acceptable for the standards of a functioning democracy. This
is a misconception. It is true that media in Greece don’t face overt authoritarian intervention from
the part of governments (exempting, of course, the notorious government decision in 2013 to shut
down ERT, the public broadcaster), as is the case in some Eastern European countries. But a
combination of ownership issues, drastic cuts in costs and jobs, and a peculiar — to put it mildly
— relationship to political power, has produced a deeply problematic media landscape, where
unbiased, dispassionate coverage is hard to find. What is more, the debasement of the news
industry in Greece is happening against little resistance, either from public watchdog mechanisms,
which are powerless or non-existent or from independent, alternative media, which are few and
lack support ("The Covid-19 crisis highlights Greece’s media problem - International Press
Institute", 2021).
The Greek case highlights the inability and unwillingness of the Greek governments to implement
policies that would promote and nourish pluralism and transparency […].Under the current
circumstances, we can only witness the morbid functioning of the public sphere. That means that
there is an actual threat in the quality of information for a large part of the population and
particularly for those less familiar with the Internet such as the elderly, who represent these
segments of the population relying particularly on television for their information. Therefore, the
challenge is to respond to this situation with a concrete and complete regulating framework. In a
period of profound reflection about the new digital environment as well as of widespread concern
about the effects of economic recession on media operation, it is essential that we re-appraise the
media policies in Greece (Veneti & Karadimitriou, 2013).
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1.1.4 The “Menoume spiti” campaign
During the lockdown that followed the Covid-19 outbreak, the Greek government allocated €20
million to media outlets for them to carry “Menoume spiti” (We stay at home) public health
messages campaign. It outsourced the distribution of these funds to a private media shop
company, thereby bypassing its obligation to make public all transactions conducted by the state,
as well as the Online Media Registry (where online media have to be registered in order to receive
advertising revenue from the state).
The government initially responded by publishing the names of outlets that had been funded, but
without the amounts that had been allocated. The list was found, amongst others, to include nonexistent news websites. A social media furor erupted. So in early July, the government finally
released the so-called “Petsas list” — named after government spokesperson Stelios Petsas —
featuring all media outlets alongside the allocated sums. The list confirmed what many suspected:
that the funds had been disbursed in a way that was closely aligned to the government’s agenda
("The Covid-19 crisis highlights Greece’s media problem - International Press Institute", 2021).

2. Scope of the study & Methodology
This dissertation scopes to reveal whether crowdsourcing and citizen journalism strategies and
techniques can be used by various stakeholders in order to tackle misinformation and
disinformation deriving from established popular and important media outlets. For this reason, an
iconic incident is used. Researchers use quantitative & qualitative research in combination with
the empirical walkthrough method visiting major and high evaluated news websites that displayed
non-true stories about the beginning of Nea Smyrni riots in Greece on the 7th of March 2021.
According to Politico (2021), video footage shared on social media showed a group of people
arguing with police about coronavirus lockdown fines and one of them being attacked by an
officer. The man, who was beaten to the ground while at least three other officers stood nearby,
can be heard shouting “it hurts.” Police initially said it was the officers who were attacked,
although video footage from nearby shops does not support that claim. Athens prosecutors have
opened an investigation into the incident and police are conducting an internal investigation.
Opposition politicians have called for the resignation of Civil Protection Minister Michalis
Chrisochoidis (Stamouli, 2021). Few research efforts have been conducted in Greece in order to
demonstrate both the quantitative and qualitative elements of the origin of misinformation,
disinformation, and non-true stories deriving from major and important news media websites.
This dissertation uses qualitative and quantitative analysis in order to reveal whether
crowdsourcing and citizen journalism strategies can tackle fake news and misinformation.
Furthermore, researchers scope to investigate whether major important and popular news websites
are “clean” from cases of misinformation. Social media users published amateur cell phone video
footage that depicted the incident, (a young man beaten brutally by police officers) which went
viral through social media platforms and led to protests against police violence. A few days later
Civil Protection minister Chrysochoidis apologized for police violence to the public (Zahos,
2021).
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In order to highlight cases of misinformation on the incident by important and popular websites,
researchers visited five cases of websites chosen by two distinctive factors: Their importance
according to the funding received by the “menoume spiti” campaign and their popularity
according to the Alexa top 50 Greek websites. Researchers used the walkthrough method and
compared the coverage of the selected websites towards the Nea Smyrni incident. Through the
statistical analysis, researchers visited five of most important news from the official “Menoume
Spiti” campaign known also as “Petsas List” in order to track whether cases of misinformation
arise. More specifically the dissertation’s research focuses on two basic pylons:
•Monitoring and analyzing the way the Nea Smyrni initial incident was presented by 5 of the most
important news websites in Greece in terms of circulation and state funding during the pandemic
of Covid-19 as this is obvious from Alexa top 50 sites in Greece and the state funding campaign
“Menoume Spiti”. Researchers conducted empirical research and visited the websites using the
walkthrough method.
•Analyzing certain characteristics of importance and popularity of the news websites which
initially presented a different aspect on the incident which was later proven misleading and
highlighting that professionalism, popularity and importance of news-media websites do not
necessarily guarantee absence of misinformation. Researchers analyzed the official data provided
by the government with the use of MS Excel software, in order to confirm the importance of the
media websites. ("This is the list of the media and the money they got for the We Stay Home “Menoume spiti” campaign [All names] | in.gr", 2021). Also the Alexa top 50 list for Greek
websites was used in order to confirm the popularity of the media outlets. We have to mention
that the Greek Alexa top 50 websites list does not concern only news or media websites but
websites of every kind such as Google, banking portals, governmental portals, retail websites and
many more.
3. Results
3.1: Statistical analysis
Researchers used statistical analysis in order to confirm that the selected websites are considered
as of high importance and influence by the Greek government, according to their funding. The
statistical analysis focuses mostly on 5 of the considered most “important and influential” news
websites funded from the official “Menoume Spiti” state campaign also known as “Petsas’ List”.
This dissertation takes into account only the amount of money given to websites. In table 1, news
media websites in Greece are presented according to the amount they received from the
“Menoume spiti” state campaign. The average amount that the 5 news websites received is
234.856 Euros.
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Table 1: Amounts given to major news websites & Alexa.com rankings
Alexa top 50
ranking (Greece)
8

Medium type

News website name

Amount funded (euros)

news website

PROTOTHEMA.GR

310.000,00

19

news website

NEWSIT.GR

182.280,00

20

news website

IEFIMERIDA.GR

310.000,00

34

news website

KATHIMERINI.GR

186.000,00

48

news website

NEWSBOMB.GR

186.000,00
234.856,00

Avera ge

The total amount given to news websites according to the governmental sources is 7.515.272
Euros while the above mentioned five news websites take 1.174.280 Euros, approximately 16% of
the total sum.

Table 2: Total amounts given comparison
8000000

7515272

7000000
6000000
5000000
4000000
3000000

2000000

1174280

1000000
0
Total amount funded to all news
websites

Total amount funded to 5 case
study news websites

Amount (Euros)

A clearer image comes with the average amounts that are given to major news websites in
comparison to the general average. The difference is enormous between the 5 news websites
receiving in average 243.040 Euros almost 20 times the amount a typical news website gets
(12.005 Euros).
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Table 3: Average amounts given to news websites
234856

250000
200000
150000
100000
50000

12005

0
Average amount of funding per
news website

Average amount of funding (case
study sites)

Amount (euros)

3.2 Empirical study
Using the walkthrough method, researchers visited five of the most important, influential and
popular news websites in Greece in order to monitor their coverage towards the initial Nea Smyrni
incident. Furthermore the dissertation examines two more news websites which used social media
footage, crowdsourcing and citizen journalism strategies in order to receive information and to
cover the incident.
Case 1:
News website “iefimerida.gr” which ranked 20th in the Alexa top 50 Greek websites covered the
incident on 07-03-2021 as follows:
“Tension in Nea Smyrni square: Incidents between police officers and 30 people - Ten arrests”
“Tensions erupted shortly after 3 a.m. Sunday in Nea Smyrni Square, when, according to the
Hellenic Police, about 30 people attacked DIAS police officers.
It all started, according to the same information, when the police arrived in Nea Smyrni Square,
where there were reports of overcrowding. A group of people, when they saw the police, moved
threateningly against them, resulting in a fight.
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Figure 1: The initial “Nea Smyrni” Incident as covered by iefimerida.gr
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Case 2:
One of the most popular and important news media website in Greece is “protothema .gr” which
ranked 8th in the Alexa top 50 Greek websites list. Protothema.gr covered the incident on 07-032021 as follows:
“Riots in Nea Smyrni: Clashes between 30 people and DIAS police officers”
“A hand-to-hand battle ensued - Seven arrests were made - A police officer was slightly injured Residents protested after the clashes and new incidents took place
A clash took place between a group of 30 people and police officers of the DIAS group at 3 in the
afternoon on Sunday in the Grove of Nea Smyrni.

Figure 2: The initial “Nea Smyrni” Incident as covered by protothema.gr
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Case 3:
Another important and popular news media website in Greece is newsit.gr which ranked 19th in
the Alexa top 50 Greek websites list covered the incident as follows:
“Tension in Nea Smyrni Square - Police officers were attacked by 30 people”
“According to information from police sources, the police officers, while conducting checks, were
suddenly attacked by about 30 people. Clashes ensued and police called for help. A total of seven
arrests were made and one police officer was slightly injured”.

Figure 3: The “Nea Smyrni” initial incident as covered by newsit.gr
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Case 4:
One of the most renowned and acclaimed Greek news websites “Kathimerini.gr” which ranked
34th in the Alexa top 50 Greek websites list covered the incident on 07-03-2021 as follows:
“Nea Smyrni: Tension between police and 30 people - 11 arrests”
“Tension prevailed at noon in the area of Nea Smyrni, between a group of about 30 people and
police. According to Greek Police, the incident happened shortly after 15:00 when the strangers
attacked the police, who were carrying out checks for mask use, distances and illegal movements,
with the result that one of them was slightly injured. According to the same information,
reinforcements from the DIAS team and the OPKE team immediately rushed to the spot and 11
arrests were made”.

Figure 4: The initial “Nea Smyrni” Incident as covered by kathimerini.gr
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Case 5
“Newsbomb.gr” is another major news website best known for its populist aesthetics, which
ranked 5th in the Alexa top 50 Greek websites list. Newsbomb.gr covered the incident on 07-032021 at 16.27 as follows:
“A group of 30 people in Nea Smyrni carried out an attack against police officers of the DIAS
group on Sunday afternoon”.
“A police officer slightly injured and 7-8 arrests are the report of the attack received by police
officers of the DI.AS Team in the square of Nea Smyrni. The incident occurred shortly after 15:00
on Sunday (07/03), when EL.AS crews carried out checks for compliance with measures to limit
the spread of coronavirus”.

Figure 5: The “Nea Smyrni” initial incident covered by newsbomb.gr
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3.3 The social media reality
Though the initial coverage of the incident from the above news websites was that of police
officers under attack by 30 people, social media users published photos and video footage with
different aspects of the story. Social media users videos displayed “Unprovoked beatings of
citizens and arrests in Nea Smyrni by the police” “Beatings and arrests” of citizens in Nea Smyrni
square on the occasion of a fine to a family sitting in the square”
“Beatings and arrests of citizens by the police took place in Nea Smyrni square at 3.00 in the
afternoon on Sunday. The reason for the incidents was a fine for a family sitting in the square”.

Figure 6: Social media footage example 1
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Figure 7: Social media footage example 2

Figure 8: Social media footage example 3
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Figure 9: Social media footage example 4

Figure 10: Social media footage example 5
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The citizens’ amateur material and footage, circulated in the social media digital public sphere,
displaying a different aspect of what happened in Nea Smyrni square on March 7th 2021. The
users’ crowdsourced material such as comments dislikes and shares revealed that not all of the
media outlets covered properly the incident. However, certain important and influential news
websites used crowdsourcing and citizen journalism strategies, presenting what the social media
users recorded in Nea Smyrni square with their mobile phones. These elements were decisive for
overturning the initial coverage of the incident and a more balanced and detailed coverage
emerged in almost all news media websites the following days. Nevertheless, there were some
news websites which trusted crowdsourced footage and social media material in order to present a
more balanced coverage of the incident. Two of them are gazzetta.gr and newsbreak.gr.

Case 6:
Gazzeta.gr is a major news media website specialized in sports news. It is known as one of the
basic sources of news and information for sports fans, athletes and athletic matters in Greece.
Gazzeta.gr ranks 24th at the Alexa top 50 list for Greek websites. The sports news media outlet
received an amount of 45880 Euros from the official “Menoume Spiti” campaign. Gazzetta.gr
utilized users’ video footage, photos and comments which overturned the initial information in
order to cover the incident with a more broad view.
“Nea Smyrni incident: Overthrow for the episodes in Nea Smyrni: Incredible scenes of police
violence”.
“A new aspect of the incident of Nea Smyrni arises”

Figure 11: The “Nea Smyrni” initial incident covered by gazzetta.gr
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Case 7:
Newsbreak.gr which ranked 39th in the Alexa top 50 Greek websites list also used for its reporting
citizen’s crowdsourced pictures and video footage from amateurs and material from twitter. The
news outlet received 3720 Euros from the “Menoume spiti” campaign. The news website covered
the incident on March 7th as follows:
“There is no excuse for what we see”
“There is really no excuse for these images shown in the video. Of course we cannot know what
has happened earlier, but from the moment the man has been arrested beating him with a globe
around his neck, there is no excuse”.

Figure 12: The “Nea Smyrni” initial incident as covered by newsbreak.gr
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4. DISCUSSION - CONCLUSIONS
In many cases, social media have been accused of circulating misleading information, fake
news, and propaganda. This is not the case in this dissertation. Lamprou and Antonopoulos (2020)
highlighted that fake news and misinformation can derive from established, popular, and
professional media outlets. This dissertation also states that professional and highly evaluated
news websites cannot avoid fake news and misinformation. This statement derives from the high
evaluation they gain from the state as it is proven from the funding distributed from the
“Menoume spiti” campaign as well as from the vast popularity they retain according to the data
derived from the Alexa top 50 Greek websites list. Most of the above news websites did not trust
material and footage from civilians, readers, and amateurs and gave a conventional aspect of the
story. What was initially presented was that almost 30 people attacked with no reason to police
officers who had to defend themselves and make arrests.
On the contrary, social media circulated material and footage which presented a different point of
view for the story: Videos, pictures, comments, and reactions which in a way overturned the
initial storyline of the incident. Nevertheless, some other news websites covered the incident in a
totally different way using crowd-sourced and citizen journalism material such as mobile phone
videos which showed a totally different reality than that of the five major news websites. The
amateur video footage clearly displayed that there was no 30 people attack police officers but a
young man beaten brutally by police officers. The viral circulation of this new version of the story
in social media from users, aided by some news websites which utilized crowdsourcing and
citizen journalism strategies for their reporting shaped a new agenda in the public sphere, police
violence, which led to protests and forced the civil protection minister to publicly apologize to
those who became victims to unnecessary violence by the police.
It is obvious that crowd-sourced and citizen journalism retain great potential. Social media are
accused of wide-spreading fake news and misinformation. On the other hand, professional,
popular, and high evaluated media outlets do not always avoid fake news and misinformation.
The corona-virus era in Greece highlights this statement intensely due to the lockdown and the
difficulties it brings in journalistic research and reporting but also in the lack of resources of all
kinds for the media. Professional reporters and journalists alone cannot guarantee the absence of
fake news and misinformation. Crowd-sourced and citizen journalism beyond their watchdog role
can be a solution to support media outlets in many ways when all kinds of resources are scarce, in
order for journalism to fulfil its role and serve public interest and democracy.
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5. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE POSIBILITIES
This dissertation covers only a certain incident in the Greek public sphere. There are many other
similar incidents that can be researched. Also other types of crowdsourcing strategies in
journalism can be researched in combination in the future.
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The role of twitter bots in political discussion on 2019 European elections
Thomai Voulgari4
Vasilis Vasilopoulos5
Antonis Skamnakis6
Introduction:
The influence of social bots on the results of elections and votes is attracting more and more public and political attention.
Political parties and individual politicians create and promote purposeful content on Twitter using algorithmic tools.
Bots are operated on social media networks in a way thus making it more difficult to recognize them with absolute
certainty. They can also play a crucial role for fake news spreading over Twitter and other social media platforms
(Shao et al. 2017). Politicians around the world use automation tools and Artificial Intelligence Software in order to
manipulate public opinion online. They adopt several tactics and strategies to increase social media engagement.
Research Topic:
The role and dangers of automated Twitter bots affecting public opinion and political elections have provoked intense
debate and controversy. The main purpose of this study is to provide information about the way that political bots are
used as a propaganda tool during an election campaign. Specifically, the aim of this research is the role and
activity of bots in the political propaganda of Twitter and specifically, in the European elections of 2019, as well as
the usage of the technological applications of social media of political parties and leaders in Germany, France, Italy
and Greece, as a method of influencing electoral processes using automated means.
Research questions:
1. Which is the role and purpose of bots on Twitter during European elections of 2019?

2. How do propaganda bots act from political systems during elections?
3. Is there any kind of interaction with the Twitter accounts among the countries that our research focuses on?
4. Are there specific strategies used to manipulate public opinion through bots?
Results:
Twitter posts are more intense around elections. Many twitter accounts were created during the pre-election
period. We found out that politicians use Twitter as a strategic tool for campaigning and posting messages in preelection periods and they did not try to enter into a political dialogue with the public. The content of tweets we have
analyzed is mostly reproduction and recycling and not a primary one. The presence and the interaction of automated
accounts in France and in Italy was quite intense. Inauthentic accounts and social media algorithms are being used to
manipulate political behavior and public opinion.
Questions for reflection (QFR):
We face new challenges in the investigation of automation and fake accounts on social media. Politicians make
increasing use of bots to feign greater popularity on a social network or disrupt the communications strategy of a
rival. Detection of bots will continue to be a challenge and generally social media has transformed the modes of
political communication affording a real-time debate.
QFR 1: Have social media changed the way that candidates and their campaigns interact with citizens?
QFR 2: Do they really provide opportunities for two-way dialogue and communication?
QFR 3: Do bots raise concern and scepticism as social-media users are being exposed to negative online content?
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ABSTRACT
Election campaigning is increasingly shifting to social media. European elections were held
between 23 and 26 May 2019 achieving via Twitter platform with artificial intelligence tools, such
as troll factories and automated inauthentic accounts. In particular, our research focuses on the
last European Parliamentary elections specifically in Italy, Greece, Germany and France.
This paper considers the strategic use of Bots or fake accounts enabled by artificial intelligence in
political discussion on Twitter. It is difficult to estimate how many Twitter users are actually bots
(Echeverría, 2017). Detection for fake accounts is becoming even more complicated, as AI bots
are made more advanced. A political bot can be programmed to post comments on a Twitter
account for a political candidate, target journalists with manipulated content or engage with
politicians and artificially increase their impact and popularity. We analyze variables related to 1)
the scope of activity of automated bots accounts and 2) degree of interaction taking into account
different factors, such as the type of content of twitter messages and their intentions, as well as the
spreading to the general public. For this purpose, we collected large volumes of Twitter accounts
of 88 party leaders and MEP candidates between 10th of May and 30th of May 2019 based on
content analysis of tweets while using an innovative network analysis tool known as
MediaWatch.io (https://mediawatch.io/). The study examined totally over 314.254 election-related
tweets.
According to our findings based on our graphs, during 2019 European Parliament (EP) elections
was created an interaction between Italian and French Twitter accounts. Specifically, Marine Le
Pen and Matteo Salvini created the trend of a "virtual community" around political issues
on social networking platforms. Moreover, we found out a connection to these accounts with AfD
(Alternative for Germany) but also with Greek user accounts.
Keywords: political manipulation, social networking, media politics, human-bot interactions, troll
factories, Twitter.
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INTRODUCTION
Social media platforms play a crucial role on electoral periods as they are not only being used to
develop political opinions and attitudes, but they also influence voter choices (Goldzweig, Lupion
& Meyer-Resende, 2019). Social media sites have spread out ideological polarization between
political parties and the general public and the formation of the so-called “filter bubbles”
(Pariser,2011) connected with the “fake news” phenomenon. The rise of social networking
platforms has entirely changed the way we interact and communicate with each other in many
ways. For instance, social media giant Twitter only had 187 million monetizable daily active users
worldwide in the third quarter of 2020 (Statista, 2020).
Twitter has been an important tool and subject of extensive research over the last decade, and in
contrast to other social media platforms, it enables users to follow as many people as they want
without Twitter-mediated social interaction. (Kwak, Lee, Park & Moon 2010).
Politicians and members of parliaments (MPs) use it to communicate and connect directly with
the
voters.
According
to
“the
Politicians
on
Social
Media
project”
(https://politiciansonsocialmedia.com/) more than 12,000 partisans use Twitter from 154
countries. Specifically, in Greece, 239 politicians have a Twitter account, in Italy 634, in Germany
706 and in France, 1009 political actors. Haman and Školník (2021) founded that in electoral
processes political parties and candidates of Western European countries are more active on
Twitter and post Tweets regularly. By contrast, MPs who come from post-communist countries,
have limited activity.
Described by Steward (2017) as “a viable and flexible mean of engaging in the research process”,
provides academic researchers with free access to Data through its application programming
interface (API) software. Targeted messages, known as “tweets”, are spreading as epidemic
viruses on the network, acting not only as a data source for content detection, but also as a method
to forecast the result of elections. The activity of propaganda accounts on Twitter has started since
2013 and their use is spreading for sending spam, "hacking" and stealing content in public
discussions. Studies have shown the difficulty of tracking them, as on the microblogging platform
Twitter they are usually characterized by repeated actions and duplicate tweets and their content is
spread more frequently than the real accounts. Juan Echeverría (2017) argued that it is difficult to
estimate exactly how many Twitter users are actually bots. Detecting fake accounts is becoming
more difficult as their creators recruit even more technically sophisticated bots and advanced AI
tools.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
According to the findings of a report (Global Inventory of Organized Social Media Manipulation,
2020) by the Oxford Internet Institute (OII): “Industrialized disinformation has become more
professionalized, and produced on a large scale by major governments, political parties, and
public relations firms”. The report found evidence of organized social media manipulation
campaigns among the sample of 81 countries surveyed in 2020, a 15% increase compared to last
year’s report. It also reveals that 76 out of 81 countries (93%) realize/recognize that
disinformation campaigns and common tactics set in as part of political communication (Global
Inventory of Organized Social Media Manipulation, 2020)7.
According to another research from the University of Southern California and Indiana University,
up to 15 percent of Twitter accounts are in fact bots rather than people (Varol, Ferrara, Davis, et
al., 2017). Although research paper has mainly identified that bots on Twitter have worryingly
increased during electoral campaigns, the impact of bots and algorithms on voting behavior has
been hard to measure.
Researchers at the University of Southern California (Ferrara, Chang, Chen, Muric & 2020)
examined over 240 million election-related tweets between 20 June and 9 September 2020 and
found that thousands of automated actions and bots on Twitter posting information associated
with former President Donald Trump, President Joseph Robinette Biden Jr. and their political
campaigning. According to the findings of this study, bots considered as 20 percent of all tweets
involving among other things, far-right political conspiracy theories. The researcher of the
University of Southern California who led this study, Emilio Ferrara confirmed that: “These bots
are an integral part of the discussion on social media”.
Manipulation of information online and automation of social media in politics, is described as
computational propaganda (Woolley & Howard, 2018). Oxford Internet Institute (OII) look into
the impact of social media platforms on electoral processes and political crises, determining the
computational propaganda to describe the way that algorithms, automation and human system
interventions are being used for intentional dissemination of disinformation.
In March 2017, Varol et al. (2017) found out that between 9% and 15% of active Twitter accounts
are bots. Additionally, in April 2017, Facebook revealed that almost 100,000 bots were active on
its messenger platform each month, as outlined by scholars Daniel, Cappiello & Benatallah
(2019). Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook’s chief executive, and Jack Dorsey, Twitter’s chief
executive, have been summoned to testify on manipulation tactics and how bots were used to
spread misinformation during the 2016 U.S. Presidential election (Gorwa & Guilbeault, 2020).
SOCIAL MEDIA BOTS (SMB)
Social Media Bots are computer algorithms that create content and interact with users by sending
them direct messages (Ferrara, Varol, Davis, Menczer, & Flammini, 2016). Political parties and
individual politicians create and promote purposeful content on Twitter using algorithmic tools.
Bots are operated on social media networks in a way thus making it more difficult to recognize
them with absolute certainty. As Ferrara et al. (2016) note, social bots “automatically produces
content and interacts with humans on social media”.

7

Computational Propaganda Research Project, Industrialized Disinformation: 2020 Global Inventory of
Organized Social Media Manipulation, Oxford Internet Institute, January 2021.
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Social bots are widely used for political, economic or commercial purposes. In particular,
governments, publishing companies, business organizations or global interest group systems and
other actors use bots for gathering information, social listening, and copyright infringement
(Desouza, 2001; Barford & Yegneswaran, 2007; Stins & Mitchell, 2007). Politicians around the
world use automation tools and Artificial Intelligence Software in order to manipulate public
opinion online (Boshmaf, et al., 2011; Ratkiewicz, et al., 2011a; 2011b; Metaxas and Mustafuraaj,
2012; Alexander, 2015; Abokhodair, et al., 2015). Politicians adopt several tactics and strategies
to increase social media engagement. For instance, they buy a huge amount of bots on Twitter in
order to quickly increase the number of their followers (Chu, et al., 2012).
A political bot can be programmed to auto like posts or leave comments on a politician’s Twitter
or Facebook account or even boost the posts and artificially growing politician’s page in
popularity (Ghani, 2020).
On the other hand, bloggers and citizen journalists, investigate how governments and those who
are involved in community networks and powerful media companies have used Application
Software for specific purposes. A social bot is particularly active in public policy, electoral
politics and political crisis management. According to a study by the University of Oxford, as part
of “The Computational Propaganda Project: Algorithms, Automation and Digital Politics”,
political bots manipulate public opinion through social media applications. They are used to
promote political parties preferences, while during election campaigns, create political content and
it is considered to be a source of information for a majority of voters.
Based on this analysis, online political advertising plays an important role in the process of
spreading misinformation during elections campaigns. Political bots are widespread during the
election campaigns and aim to proliferation of misinformation on social media. For example, they
can artificially enlarge the audience of candidates and political groups, or they can influence a
person’s or a company’s reputation, for commercial or political issues (Messias, Schmidt, Oliveira
& Benevenuto, 2013). Additionally, sophisticated bots can interact with other users via online
messaging, participating in online discussions, responding to social media comments, while
replying directly to questions (Hwang, Pearce, & Nanis, 2012).
It is generally accepted that social media bots manipulate and mislead voters during electoral
processes. Accordingly, Stella, Ferrara and Domenicoa (2018) showed that bots raise concerns as
social-media users are being exposed to negative content online. As Howard (2018) noted under
these circumstances bots understate the public life. Targeting voters is a way that can be achieved,
thus contributing to social media manipulation. Inauthentic accounts and social media algorithms
are being used to manipulate political behavior and public opinion. According to some scholars,
bots cause harmful effects on the digital environment as some of them are spamming (Cresci et
al., 2017a), phishing (Shafahi, Kempers, & Afsarmanesh, 2016) while many types of bots
contribute to misleading content and harming content validity (Shao et al., 2018). They can also
play a crucial role for fake news spreading over Twitter and other social media platforms (Shao et
al. 2017).
There is a commonly held-belief that social bots and disinformation tactics played a critical role
during major political events as the Brexit referendum on 23 June 2016, the Catalan referendum
on 1 October 2017 and the remarkable event of 2016 U.S Presidential Election, affecting public
opinion throughout the digital public sphere. Samuel Wooley, participated in a representative
research of Oxford Internet Institute which examined the way that Twitter bots were used during
the Brexit debate. As he claimed, one of the main findings was that “many of them were used to
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spread messages about the Leave campaign”, while other automated accounts were created to
increase likes and followers or even to spread content rapidly across the internet in order to get a
great deal of attention (Wooley, 2020). In this sense, social media algorithms cause a rise in
misleading content, conspiracy theories and political polarization.

Research topic
The aim of this research is the role and activity of bots in the political propaganda of Twitter and
specifically, in the European elections of 2019, as well as the usage of the technological
applications of social media of political parties and leaders in Germany, France, Italy and Greece,
as a method of influencing electoral processes using automated means. The role and dangers of
automated Twitter bots affecting public opinion and political elections have provoked intense
debate and controversy. The main purpose of this study is to provide information about the way
that political bots are used as a propaganda tool during an election campaign.
Research questions
1. Which is the role and purpose of bots on Twitter during European elections of 2019?
2. How do propaganda bots act from powerful organizations/political systems during elections?
3. Is there any kind of interaction with the Twitter accounts among the countries that our research
focuses on?
4. Are there specific strategies used to manipulate public opinion through bots?
Sample of tweets
The extracted sample of tweets is derived solely from Twitter. Online astroturfing activities can be
initiated by automated systems or human operators. Astroturfing campaigns are most likely
amplified via Twitter.
In contrast to other online social networks, Twitter allows the use of bots or automated accounts
that can post tweets when the account owners are absent (Zhang, Carpenter, & Ko 2013). During
election campaigns retweeting can be a political act (Boyd, Golder & Lotan, 2010). The bots are
widely employed to manipulate online political discussion (Giglietto et al., 2020) and boost
politicians’ followers to generate false impressions of popularity (Bastos & Mercea, 2017).
The collection of data through Twitter API was based on the following criteria:
Twitter accounts that were included in our sample were proceed from elected MEPs from
Germany, France, Italy and Greece that were gathered a large number of followers and high
content sharing activity. In the sample were also added Twitter accounts of the electoral
combinations and the leaders of the political parties. We focused on equal representation of
individuals and political parties. The combinations and parties that represented were the first two
in electoral power and also the sample included European far-right parties
with Eurosceptic agendas.
In summary, the initial sample was collected based on the participation of a political account in
the European elections, the number of friends and followers and the sharing - interaction in the
period from 10 to 30 May 2019, the countries of origin, the political power in proportion to the
parliamentary power in each country. There was no language restriction in the dataset.
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One criterion for choosing these target countries was that they had a history with far-right
parties with Eurosceptic agendas participating in national parliaments and influencing public
debate with arguments against United Europe and immigration which were stakes to the 2019
European elections due to Brexit referendum and refugee crisis. The second criterion was the
selection of two of the strongest EU countries (France, Germany) and two other countries of the
South (Greece, Italy) that also received a number of refugees and as a result they felt as intensely
concerned about immigration and Europe.
A set of 88 different political accounts was collected. The basic elements of these accounts were
the vast number of friends and followers, as well as their significant sharing-interaction ratio.
Data collection
We used a tool named “mediawatch.io” which was developed by the team of Civic Information
Office - Infoflow and allow users to retrieve data via Twitter API (application programming
interface).We did this in order to be able to start data collection. It is a realtime analytics tool which is used to measure, collect and analyze data in real time and accessible
on the link below: https://elections.mediawatch.io/ . Our data were collected from 10th to 30th of
May 2019, and as result we created a dataset of 11.284 unique records on Twitter.
Text Annotation
We examined and characterized all the reports in terms of the degree of their importance. So, the
concepts under investigation in the media texts are:
- Conflict
According to the Cambridge dictionary it can be referred: “An active disagreement between
people with opposing opinions or principles: to fight or disagree actively’’8.
- Hate Speech
Hate speech is defined by the Cambridge Dictionary as "public speech that expresses hate or
encourages violence towards a person or group based on something such as race, religion, sex, or
sexual orientation"9.
- Conspiracy Theory
Conspiracy theories are spreading through social media applications, spurring concerns about the
that misinformation might have played in influencing individual views, attitudes, beliefs and election
outcomes (Craft, Ashley, Maksl, 2017).
- Propaganda
Social media platforms are used as tools for spreading propaganda, disinformation and false
content. Specifically, Facebook and Twitter are being used to manipulate public opinion (Hern,
2017).

8

9

‘’conflict’’.dictionary.cambridge.org. Retrieved 2 December 2021.
‘’hate speech". dictionary.cambridge.org. Retrieved 2 December 2021.
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- Irrelevant
Be noticed that the degree-of-importance scales was (1,2,3): a little, enough, lots.
Network Analysis
Having taken into consideration the ‘Retweets’ of the accounts, an account record (Nodes) and a
record with all the connections (Edges), saving only the ones that are relevant to the research. The
aim of retweeters among other motivations (Boyd, Golder, & Lotan, 2010) is to amplify or spread
tweets to new audiences, to entertain or inform a specific audience, or as an act of curation to
inform or amuse the handful of people who follow them, to make one’s presence as a listener
visible, to publicly agree with someone, to validate others’ thoughts and to recognize or refer to
less popular people.
Table 1: Types of data collection in the user file (Nodes) and connections (Edges)
Nodes
● Id (unique [user/target] id)
● IdStr (unique id string)
● ScreenName (twitter handle name)
● CreatedAt (user creation date)
● StatusesCount (users statuses count)
● FollowersCount (user followers count)
● FriendsCount (user friends count)
● ListedCount (user lists added to)
● FavoritesCount (user favorites count)
● DatesSince (dates since user created, relevant
to tweet)
● Actions (statuses + favorites / dates since)
● Count (how many times we saw the user in
the sample)
● Link (link of the user)
● Followers / Friends Ratio (FFR)
● Statuses / Favorites Ratio (STFV)
Edges
● Source (Id) (user id)
● Target (Id) (target id)
For this analysis, we concentrated totally 314.256 Twitter accounts. The interaction of these
accounts was evaluated in two different stages: the primary importance, being the retweets, and
secondary importance, being the replies, likes and quotes.
This specific rating manifested 65.071 unique Twitter accounts, who gathered an immediate
retweet-interaction with the account-targets. The resonance of this interaction surpassed the class
of 86 million Twitter users (followers of retweeters sum: 86.383.333). All of these interactions
between users were added up to 329.290, from which 237.904 were unique.
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- User classes
We created a sample of 6.258 unique accounts, as it enabled as to categorize the accounts
based on their activity, although the did not have a direct correlation with the references that we
have examined and it is of secondary importance (Replies, Favorites, Quotes).
After thorough examination, the behavior of the abovementioned Twitter accounts (one by one)
regarding their content, are categorized below (Tinati, Carr, Hall, & Bentwood, 2012).
- Amplifiers
These accounts create a minimum or non-existent primary content, which is highly limited (ex.
Political-psychological, political-sport), they have a significant number of Retweets, Favorites,
Actions (per day) and they are instrumented to attack in other accounts (Replies). Most of the time
they maintain political one-sidedness and they express their opinions strongly and voraciously.
The term “bot” cannot be used as this behavior is not necessarily automated in social media
platforms. This goes without saying regarding other terms, be it astroturfing (Kovic et al., 2018)
or even troll factories.
- Influencer
The accounts of this category receive a vast number of influences, regardless of the content they
share. These accounts have a significant impact on the public, regardless of the content that they
choose to post. Influencers accept a disproportionately large number of actions (Follow, Retweets,
Replies, Quotes and Favorites). The Followers / Friends ratio is very high, while it is considered
to have themselves a normal online activity in the social media networking. Their content is
mostly political and primary.
- Active
These accounts have a normal behavior; they share primary content with a wide range of topics,
usually political news or a selection of opinion pieces.
- New
These accounts were created up until 120 days from the time they started to interface.
- Unknown
They cannot be categorized with the above terms.
-User classification
The abovementioned classification of the Twitter accounts was used to create an automated
model, which would aid to categorize the sum of the accounts. Moreover, the “Random Forests”
algorithm (Breiman, 2001) was utilized and in the light of the highest possible accuracy detection
according to Barbon et al. (2018) to classify these accounts, using only the numerical elements of
the accounts:
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Therefore, 110 different “trees” were invented, based on the below criteria:
DatesSince
StatusesCount
FollowersCount
FriendsCount
ListedCount
FavoritesCount
Actions
Followers/Friends Ratio (FFR)
Statuses/Favorites Ratio (STFV)
The concluding network consists of 75.443 nodes, of 237.852 edges and after further process
(detraction of double files, references to accounts etc.) of 43.356 nodes and 67.194 edges.
Table 2: Commenting user accounts based on their activity, categorized by the colors displayed
on the graphs.
Data visualization of each category:
Annotation
Amplifier FF0000
Influencer 00FF00
Active 0000FF
Unknown 00CCC6
New FFF000

Number of acc
25,877
1,171
9,703
4,419
2,196
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Table 3: Total data per content category shared (retweets) from the user accounts we ranked
(nodes), their links (edges) and their participation rate.
Data Collection:
Category

Class

NODE
S

N%

EDGE
S

E%

Irrelevant

total

32269

74.4
5

43998

65.4
8

Conflict

Hate
Speech

Propagand
a

influence
r
new
unknown

938

2.16

1276

1.9

2646
4195

3456
5417

active

8233

6.1
9.68
18.9
9
46.4
8
37.7
5

5.14
8.06
15.6
7

amplifier

20147

total

16365

10532
28421

42.3

19875

29.5
8

influence
r
new
unknown
active

403

0.93

391

0.58

1123
2011
3757

1221
2263
4288

amplifier

10712

2.59
4.64
8.67
24.7
1

1.82
3.37
6.38
19.7
6

total

13276

2143

4.94

2262

3.37

influence
r
new
unknown
active
amplifier

30

0.07

23

0.03

159
259
394
1439

0.37
0.6
0.91
3.32

158
258
395
1520

0.24
0.38
0.59
2.26

total

1295

2.99

1300

1.93

42

0.1

29

0.04

106
179
303
859

0.24
0.41
0.7
1.98

89
157
281
860

0.13
0.23
0.42
1.28

influence
r
new
unknown
active
amplifier
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Conspirac
y Theory

total
influence
r
new
unknown
active
amplifier

Total

195

0.45

189

0.28

6

0.01

4

0.01

17
29
55
124
43346

0.04
0.07
0.13
0.29
100

13
22
48
118
67194

0.02
0.03
0.07
0.18
100

Table 4: Total data for the interaction from the Greek user accounts that we classified (nodes),
their connections (edges) and their participation rate.
Country

Class

NODE
S

N%

EDGE
S

Greece

total

E% Ncountry% Ecountry%

4220

9.74

6256

9.31

100

100

influence
r

200

0.46

297

0.44

4.74

4.75

new

388

0.90

570

0.85

9.19

9.11

unknown

678

1.56

1000

1.49

16.07

15.98

active

1212

2.80

1735

2.58

28.72

27.73

amplifier

2542

5.86

3842

5.72

60.24

61.41
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Table 5: Total data for the interaction from the Italian user accounts we classified (nodes), their
connections (edges) and their participation rate.
Country

Class

NODE
S

N%

EDGE
S

E% Ncountry% Ecountry%

Italy

total

13140

30.3
1

16443

24.4
7

100

100

influence
r

247

0.57

320

0.48

1.88

1.95

new

938

2.16

1103

1.64

7.14

6.71

unknown

1633

3.77

1957

2.91

12.43

11.90

active

2923

6.74

3477

5.17

22.25

21.15

amplifier

8387

19.3
5

10866

16.1
7

63.83

66.08

Table 6: Total data for the interaction from the French user accounts we classified (nodes), their
connections (edges) and their participation rate.
Country

Class

NODE
S

N%

EDGE
S

France

total

16450

37.9
5

26687

39.7
2

100

100

378

0.87

542

0.81

2.30

2.03

new

1214

2.80

1771

2.64

7.38

6.64

unknown

1974

4.55

2923

4.35

12.00

10.95

active

4372

10.0
9

6363

9.47

26.58

23.84

10024

23.1
3

17256

25.6
8

60.94

64.66

influence
r

amplifier

E% Ncountry% Ecountry%
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Table 7: Total data for the interaction from the German user accounts we classified (nodes), their
connections (edges) and their participation rate.
Country

Class

NODE
S

N%

EDGE
S

Germany

total

E% Ncountry% Ecountry%

9536

22.0
0

11888

17.6
9

100

100

influence
r

346

0.80

443

0.66

3.63

3.73

new

827

1.91

1042

1.55

8.67

8.77

unknown

1305

3.01

1602

2.38

13.68

13.48

active

2367

5.46

2817

4.19

24.82

23.70

amplifier

6075

14.0
2

7756

11.5
4

63.71

65.24

Botometer Correlation
Another method we used for our data collection is the “Botometer”, a popular bot detection tool
which was developed at Indiana University. In particular, Botometer is based on Random Forest
classifiers (Breiman, 2001).The major effort was to focus on the amplifier accounts, in order to
examine in depth their qualitative characteristics considering their possible business interaction or
robotic function.
By utilizing Botometer10, a blind sample of 1.200 “amplifiers” accounts, behind which either bots
or actual human beings were operating, was collected so as to examine their credibility and the
quality of their friends and followers. The examination of the accounts was based on the
acceptance of the limitations and deviations which are reported by the Botometer itself in
accordance with the certainty of an account as automated.
The turnout of 1200 accounts analysis was:
Echochampers: 400 accounts
Other: 664 accounts
Not active: 136 accounts

10

https://botometer.osome.iu.edu/
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Limitations
There are limitations in this study. First of all, the research project started after a several-month
delay which did not allow the recording of the electoral and political activities and campaigns in
real time, as well as the collection of educational data. The limitations imposed on the research
were significant and plenty without, however, affecting the final cause: the detecting of whether
or not there was an effort to influence the voting from an automated political campaign in the
2019 European elections. In particular, the so-called populist parties seem able to get a massive
echo – mainly through retweets- despite a tweet production by the candidates consistent with one
of the other parties (Castelli & Carcangiu, 2019).
Results
According to the findings, as far as the dynamic of the networks and the impact of the electoral
activity through Twitter is concerned (which is visualized in the attached PDFs and data sets):
● The resonance of Twitter user’s activity (followers of 65.071 retweeters):
86.383.333203
● Numerous accounts were acting in other countries
● The most crucial activity can be marked between France and Italy.
● Most of the accounts are amplifiers (>25.000) of political messages. 1/3 of
these is estimated to be automated accounts. The effort of influencing the
public opinion on Twitter in these two countries is far more significant than
other countries examined.

Overall Network
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Network Graph Analysis and Visualization is provided with the use of Gephi
Illustrated Edition (gephi.github.io) and the mediawatch tool.

Graph 1: The activity of amplifiers (red nodes) and influencers (green nodes)
is very distinct. There is also an intense interaction of edges.
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Graph 2: Activity by country showing the strongest interaction between Italy
and France.

Graph 3: Political confrontation between the candidates of different political
groups was recorded in France and Italy. It is obvious that amplifiers
participated in this controversy.
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DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
The results mainly showed that the automated accounts were employed for the formation of
impressions and personal prominence while promoting the political agenda of certain parties that
they belong to. Bots can be instrumentalized regardless of them belonging to a certain political
party, from a significant number of politicians on their campaigns.
Political actors have used bots attempting to affect the opinions of the general public. The
presence and the interaction of automated accounts in France and in Italy was quite intense,
targeting the influence of the political Twitter community.
In addition, it is evident that Salvini holds the leading role in the 2019 European elections on
Twitter. This strategic approach targets those characteristics who both allow polarization
(Nikolov, Flammini, & Menczer, 2021), but at the same time do not exclude the public affairs
(who are irrelevant to the opposing opinions).
Therefore, a major sample of hate speech, conspiracy theories or evident propaganda cannot be
included in the research findings. The utmost benefit for future research is the potential to
measure the degree of the affection of the vote based on the electoral results and the participation
of automated accounts.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This research can provide useful information for the journalistic study on the stakes of the 2019
European elections and the successful campaign of the European Commission, by the concept of
a free and fair election, although the issues of political controversy showed us polarization
characteristics (related to issues such as immigration and economic crisis).
This research also contributes to the revelation of the dark patterns of resharing political messages
while offers a standard research tool for real time recording of political Twitter activity through
amplifiers by using the method “elections by mediawatch’’.
In addition, the use of the botometer has shown that the most complex research process is the
definition of accounts as bots and the finding by cognitive scientists of a metric system of
influencing the public in the direction of political manipulation.
The most important benefit for future research is the ability to measure the degree of voter
influence based on a comparative approach to election results and the participation of automated
accounts. The relationship between the impact of the message through interaction and advertising
campaign, and the final result can lead after a systematic study to a metric system for determining
the degree of influence of the vote.
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Introduction:
Metric to value accession to European Union of candidate and potential candidate countries is qualitative.
In this paper media archive reports as participant science tool in comparison with and EC annual qualitative reports is
presented.
Research Topic:
Authors take in account review of existing participant science and citizens science tools ( ENVRIplus Report, 2016),
where toolkit is basically collection of the best practices. Authors method is to apply recommendation steps for
designing citizen science project (Eleta et al., 2019), with assumption that stakeholder’s engagement plan is based on
citizens “delegating power” to journalists, in order to have higher degree of citizens power (Schrogel and Kolleck,
2018) and more powerful dissemination and transparency. In the other words “citizen science as scientific research
employs” journalists as research assistants (Oerpe, 2013). Recent definition of citizen science as “a form of open
collaboration in which members of the public participate voluntarily in the scientific process, engineering research or
environmental monitoring in various ways” (ECE, 2021) fit to this approach.
Authors developed presented media archive participant science tool, considering that journalists/media are
representing citizens (with common interests) and also survey is one of crowdsourcing tool, the core power of citizen
science (Mihajlov, Mladenovic and Jovanovic,2020).
Research questions:
Research question addressed in this paper is the possible contribution of presented qualitative analysis to
environmental communication.
Results:
Data used in this paper were gathered through the research on nexus media-environmental issues in Serbia. Starting
from year 2011, data on number of articles with selected term in written media in Serbia are collected. To recall that
traditional media use such as newspaper, magazine and radio are more closely related with civic engagement
compared with TV (Xie, 2019), and that justify author’s focus on written media.
National wide newspapers media archive exists from 2003, and since today have more than 2 million texts. Selected
terms for this research are environmental related terms: environment/ecology (often in practice in local language
terms environment and ecology are used with the meaning of environment), waste, recycling/recycling rate, landfill,
biodegradable waste/ organic waste, chemicals, circular economy, climate change, Chapter 27 (Chapter 27 is
environment and climate change issue in the process of Serbian accession to EU).
Questions for reflection:
Presented results show potential of media archive reports as participant science tool in environmental communication.
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ABSTRACT
By sharing experience, this paper justifies environmental communication through the media
archive reports as participant science tool, considering that journalists/media are representing
citizens (with common interests). It is shown that this tool can be useful in monitoring and
development of public policies. Data used in this paper were gathered through the research on
environmental issues in Serbia. Starting from year 2011, data on number of articles with selected
term in written media in Serbia are collected. Proposed participant science tool is compared with
the European Union qualitative tool towards country environmental sector progress in the process
of accession. Outreach of comparison show that in timeline, when sector environment has better
performance, it is bigger interest of citizens/journalists/media to environmental issues. Illustrative
justification is provided that media archive reports could be used as participant science tool to
supplement official observations and monitoring.

Keywords: Environmental communication, Environmental journalism, Media archive, Accession
to European Union, Participant science, Serbia.
INTRODUCTION
Environmental communication is subject of research and trends development (for example in
Hansen, 2011). From the other angle, in scientific communities across all disciplines, terms:
participative format (Schrogel and Kolleck, 2018), models for public participation (Schrink et al.,
2012 and Kimura and Kinchy, 2016), citizen science (Kimura and Kinchy, 2016 and Stratilova
Urvalkova and Janouskova, 2019), public science, do-it-yourself-science, and more (Schrogel and
Kolleck, 2018), citizen science projects (Eleta et al.,2019 and Stratilova Urvalkova and
Janouskova, 2019) are in use with not common accepted understanding and “no integrative tool to
describe and compare different participatory approaches” (Schrogel and Kolleck, 2018). This
paper focus is not review a number of citizen science definitions and principles (see Kimura and
Kinchy 2016, Stratilova Urvalkova and Janouskova 2019, Riesch and Potter 2014, ECSA 2015,
Bonney et al. 2009, Senabre, Ferran Ferrer and Perello 2018, ECSA 2020, Eitzel 2017, Auenbach
et al. 2019) and/or to deal with the questions about the quality of findings or the quality of the
process ( Schrogel and Kolleck, 2018); issue of validation of “mobile technology” data, in-source
and outsource (Saner,Yiu and Nguyen, 2020) and IT crowdsourcing tools. Until now in definition
and scope approach do not consider subjective and objective possible approaches, like authors
discussed within understanding of environmental security with subjective and objective risk
(Curcic et al., 2009).
Authors, in this paper, support the view that participant and citizens sciences are basically terms to
describe approaches of public inclusion in different scientific fields (Schrogel and Kolleck,2018),
in this case in environment and climate change topics related communication. By participating
media archive reports, authors are sharing experience, showing this approach as participant
science tool, with possible role of media archive reports in monitoring and development of public
policies.
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METHODOLOGY
Participant science (and citizen science) is powerful approach for raising awareness on about
environmental problems (Johnson et al., 2014). Among identified different virtues claimed of
citizen science (Kimura and Kinchy, 2016), applicable to this paper approach, are building
community capacity for environmental protection, driving policy change and building more equal
relationship between scientists and citizens. Investigation procedures for data “governance” (Eleta
et al., 2019) and implementation of participatory practices use various participatory models
(Durant 1999, Lengwiler 2008, Schrogel and Kolleck 2018). With that approach, it could come
that it is possible option to talk about “methods”/” procedures”/” models” in data gathering, then
about “tools”. Authors take in account review of existing participant science and citizens science
tools ( ENVRIplus Report, 2016), where toolkit is basically collection of the best practices.
Authors method is to apply recommendation steps for designing citizen science project (Eleta et
al., 2019), with assumption that stakeholder’s engagement plan is based on citizens “delegating
power” to journalists, in order to have higher degree of citizens power (Schrogel and Kolleck,
2018) and more powerful dissemination and transparency. In the other words “citizen science as
scientific research employs” journalists as research assistants (Oerpe, 2013).
Authors developed this participant science tool, considering that journalists/media are
representing citizens (with common interests) and also survey is one of crowdsourcing tool, the
core power of citizen science (Mihajlov, Mladenovic and Jovanovic,2020). By this, authors are
proposing the tool “to improve regularity of the observations” ( ENVRIplus Report, 2016),
generating yearly and all through the year results.
RESULTS
Data used in this paper were gathered through the research on nexus media-environmental issues
in Serbia. Starting from year 2011, data on number of articles with selected term in written media
in Serbia are collected. National wide newspapers media archive exists from 2003, and since
today have more than 2 million texts. Selected terms for this research are environmental related
terms: environment/ecology (often in practice in local language terms environment and ecology
are used with the meaning of environment), waste, recycling/recycling rate, landfill,
biodegradable waste/ organic waste, chemicals, circular economy, climate change, Chapter 27
(Chapter 27 is environment and climate change issue in the process of Serbian accession to EU).
Outreach results are presented in bellow (Figure 1, and Tables 1-7; data for circular economy are
presented at Mihajlov, Mladenovic and Jovanovic, 2019 and 2021).
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Figure 1: Results for number of articles with term “environment/ecology” in written media
in Serbia, per year

Table 2: Results for number of articles with term “waste” in written media in Serbia, per
year
2011

2012

2013

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

3169

2648

2040

1878 1673 1243 1421 1416 1559 1258

Table 2: Results for number of articles with term “recycling/recycling rate” in written
media in Serbia, per year
2011

2012

2013

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

1018

996

634

495

526

420

405

419

427

313

2

0

4

2

0

2

0

4

6

0

Table 3: Results for number of articles with term “landfill” in written media in Serbia, per
year
2011

2012

2013

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

1689

1312

981

1144 1050 759

1019 883

964

653
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Table 4: Results for number of articles with terms “biodegradable waste” and ‘organic
waste” in written media in Serbia, per year
2011

2012

2013

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

12

0

29

23

21

10

7

8

19

20

24

27

Table 5: Results for number of articles with term “chemicals” in written media in Serbia,
per year
2011

2012

2013

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

463

463

437

365

345

228

256

274

282

179

Table 6: Results for number of articles with term “climate change” in written media in
Serbia, per year
2011

2012

2013

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

449

477

436

566

586

524

649

626

983

756

Table 7: Results for number of articles with term “Chapter 27” in written media in Serbia,
per year
2011

2012

2013

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

0

3

13

74

25

64

74

65
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Figure 1, associated with data presented in Tables 1-7, show good illustration of environmental
issues attention in Serbia. These results show potential of media archive reports as participant
science tool in environmental communication; it is open area to discuss these results versus local
circumstances of environmental sector in Serbia.
Applicable is analysis to what extend is media use associated with civic engagement (Xie, 2019),
coming to proposal that “the use of traditional media for political information will have
significantly positive influence on civic engagement”. This paper fit in that understanding,
applying to environmental, not to political information. This paper also accommodate conclusion
“news-media use is closely and positively associated with the quality of opinions and participatory
activities” ( Kim, Wyatt and Katz, 1999). Traditional media use such as newspaper, magazine and
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radio are more closely related with civic engagement compared with TV (Xie, 2019), and that
justify author’s focus on written media.
Results presented show that “such participant science can produce data that could be included in
reviews but should be understood as opportunity for co-development of a country’s strategy and
hence should be seen as complementary but not subservient to the review process”, by
accommodation findings of participation-based and inclusive monitoring as an integral part of
managing the SDGs implementation process at country’s level (Saner, Yiu and Nguyen,2020).
Having in mind that “citizen science is not yet recognized by the EU as an effective method to
monitor the success of European Union Directives”(ECSA 2016 and EC White Paper 2015),
authors are in addition choosing to verify proposed participant science tool as the qualitative tool
towards country environmental performance, having in mind that “policy makers and activists
have to be realistic and use the existing practical tools to gather the real time data required to
monitor progress and mitigate gaps” (Saner, Yiu and Nguyen,2020). In that regards, European
Commission each year takes stock of the situation in the candidate countries and potential
candidates and issue the Progress Reports/Reports in which the Commission services present their
detailed assessment of the state of play in each related country, what has been achieved over the
last year, and set out guidelines on reform priorities (EC Progress Reports). In this reporting, this
paper focus is sector environment, with starting point at European Commission Report on the
readiness of Serbia and Montenegro to negotiate a Stabilization and Association Agreement with
the EU (Feasibility Study).

Table 8: European Commission assessment of sector environment
for Serbia (narrative, qualitative), per year
(2002-2004) 14
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

ambitious programs
Some limited progress
Moderately advanced
Little progress
Moderately advanced
Moderately advanced
Good progress
n/a
Some progress
Little progress
Little progress
Some progress
Some progress
Limited progress
Some progress
Limited progress
Limited progress

14

European Commission Report on the readiness of Serbia and Montenegro to negotiate a Stabilization and
Association Agreement with the EU (Feasibility Study), noted, among other, that Serbian Agency for Environment is
established and started cooperation with European Environmental Agency, and “the establishment of ambitious
legislative programs in the field of environmental protection was mainly managed by the Ministry of Protection of
Natural Resources and Environment of Serbia, established in 2002”.
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When compare, Table 8 results corresponds in the trends with Figure 2. For the purpose of visual
comparison Table 8 data are also presented as Figure 3, with assumption to transform European
Commission narrative to numeric values: good progress -5, moderately advanced-4, limited
progress/some progress/ some limited progress – 2.5, little progress -1.
Number of articles with different terms in written media in Serbia
6000
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Figure 2: Comparison of trends for sector environment in Serbia
Sector environment in European Commission reporting (5-good; 1-little progress)
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Figure 3: European Commission Progress Reports/Reports on environment (and climate
change) sector in Serbia towards EU accession
Comparison is given as illustrative justification that media archive reports could be used as
participative tool to supplement official observation and monitoring, showing agreement and/or
gaps in opinion by different stakeholders. The Figures show the same trends of
citizens/journalist’s attention to environment and environmental performance and progress in
Serbia. In the other words, in timeline, when sector environment has better performance, it is
bigger interest of citizens/journalists/media to environmental issues.
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CONCLUSIONS
Having in mind that many classifications of citizen science projects exist, as well as models for
public participation in scientific research, this paper not review a number of citizen (and
participant) science definitions and principles and/or deal with the questions about the quality of
findings or the quality of the process. In this paper, the view that participant science is basically
terms to describe approaches of public inclusion in environment and climate change topics
communication, is applied. Participant science tool, is presented, with assumptions that
journalists/media are representing citizens (with common interests) and also that survey is one of
crowdsourcing tool. It is considered that citizens delegating power to journalists, in order to have
higher degree of citizens power and more powerful dissemination and transparency.
In the case of Serbia, illustrative justification that media archive reports could be used as
participative tool to supplement official observation and monitoring, is presented, showing that
the same trends of citizens/journalist’s attention to environment and environmental performance
and progress (in the European Union accession process) in Serbia. In timeline, when sector
environment has better performance, it is bigger interest of citizens/journalists/media to
environmental issues. Presented results show potential of media archive reports as participant
science tool in environmental communication.
Finally, this study can be a solid basis for comparison for future research in the area of study.
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The uses of social media applications in Higher Education
Amr Assad 15
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Introduction:
The researchers will use the secondary data analysis to qualitatively to analyze the studies that examined the uses of
social media in higher education from 2004 since the introduction of Web2.0 that allowed users to be key contributors
in the virtual world till 2018.
Research Topic:
This paper aims at exploring the uses of social media among college students in learning. This includes watching
demos and tutorials, using varied online learning resources, forming online learning groups with other colleagues
for the purpose of completing group assignments and practical projects, seeking academic support and advice
from their instructors remotely, etc.
Research questions:
1What Impact has social media had on higher education?
2What are the uses of social media platforms in different disciplines?
Results:
The findings of this research will suggest recommendations for higher educational institutions to effectively use
and adopt social media applications in learning which will reflect positively on the quality of academic learning in
colleges and universities.
Questions for reflection:
Higher educational institutions should trh effectively use and adopt social media applications in learning which
will reflect positively on the quality of academic learning in colleges and universities.
1. Can social media applications be used in higher education to achieve the desired learning outcomes?
2. To what extent can social media enhance students’ learning skills?
3. How can we use social media to increase students’ engagement?
4. Can social media facilitate information sharing among learners?
5. What are the challenges of using social media in higher education?
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ABSTRACT
Social media applications like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, etc. have become an
integral part in people’s lives, especially young people who consume them heavily for different
purposes.
Scholars have pointed out the pivotal role of social media in learning due to the fact that these
dynamic sites contain rich and varied communication tools that motivate learners to actively use
different types of online educational resources, and to interact academically with their teachers
and peers.
The researchers will use the secondary data analysis to qualitatively to analyze the studies that
examined the uses of social media in higher education from 2004 since the introduction of
Web2.0 that allowed users to be key contributors in the virtual world till 2018.
This paper aims at exploring the uses of social media among college students in learning. This
includes watching demos and tutorials, using varied online learning resources, forming online
learning groups with other colleagues for the purpose of completing group assignments and
practical projects, seeking academic support and advice from their instructors remotely, etc.
The findings of this research will suggest recommendations for higher educational institutions to
effectively use and adopt social media applications in learning which will reflect positively on the
quality of academic learning in colleges and universities.
Keywords: Social media, Learning, Secondary data analysis, Higher educational, Online
educational.
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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, Internet has become one of the most important inventions that changed people’s lives
drastically in the last few decades, as it empowered them with dynamic varied online tools that
made them the key players in the virtual world.
Social media specifically enabled users from all over the world to create, post, and share
information, on the other hand social media applications facilitated communication and online
interaction, and “recently, students and academics alike have adopted social media tools such as
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and blogging platforms” (Balakrishnan, 2016, p.808) in different
course subjects.

PROBLEM SIGNIFICANCE
Social media are defined as “new technologies and applications that utilize the Internet and Web
2.0 technologies and allow users to create and participate in various communities through
functions such as communicating, sharing, collaborating, publishing, managing, and interacting”
(Mao, 2014, p.213), and social media usage refers to “the multiplicity of activities individuals
may participate in online” (Smith & Gallicano, 2015, p.83).
There are varied forms of social media “ranging from media-sharing tools such as YouTube and
Flickr to social networking sites such as Facebook, Ning, and LinkedIn. Others include social
bookmarking tools (e.g., Delicious and CiteULike), collaborative knowledge development tools
(e.g., Wikipedia), and creative tools such as blogs (e.g. WordPress and Blogger) and microblogs
(e.g., Twitter), among others” (Balakrishnan & Lay, 2016, p.809).
Akoh (2011) argues that social media “allow for crowd sourcing, video and voice streaming,
collaborative content creation, and shared knowledge spaces offer exciting and innovative ways of
teaching, researching and learning” (p.14), for example “Facebook is one of the top tools that can
be utilized to improve communication, promote a positive learning attitude, encourage learning
and learning tasks adoption seriously and maximize the students' social capital via virtual
communications” (Al-Rahmi et al., 2018, p.61).
Thus, this study aims at analyzing the use social media in higher education because of its rich
varied dynamic tools that “can be used to share information with students, collect information
when overseas or while conducting research, share personal academic interests with other people,
engage students and understand what they think about during instruction, form student study
groups, and enhance e-textbook functions by connecting students with social tools for
collaborative purposes (O'Brien, 2012, as cited in Lau, 2017, p.286).
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METHODOLOGY
The researchers used the secondary data analysis to examine 42 studies that explored the uses of
social media websites among students and faculty members across different universities from
2004 since the development of web2.0 till 2018, to clearly understand its impact on the learning
process, its usage in different academic disciplines, and the factors that hinder the adoption of
social media applications in higher education.

FINDINGS
4.1 The impact of using social media in higher academic institutions
In the recent decades many faculty members realized that they could use social media applications
in the courses they taught to achieve the desired learning outcomes, according to Dunn (2013)
social media enhanced and developed students’ learning skills by allowing them to actively
engage with the course subjects, to interact positively with their peers and instructors, to facilitate
information access and sharing, and to improve academic performance (Lau, 2017; Pomerantz et
al., 2015).
Several studies stated that the interactive features embedded in different types of social media
platforms contributed positively to the learning process, Ratneswary and Rasiah (2013) found that
Facebook facilitated and supported online group discussions, course projects, and creativity, in
addition, Facebook enhanced students’ self-efficiency by increasing online interactions with
faculty and colleagues (Bowers-Campbell, 2008).
Furthermore, Mazer et al. (2007) argued that those students who used Facebook scored highest
levels of motivation to learn, Similarly, Irwin et al. (2012) stated that 51% of the students at
British Universities found that using Facebook in education is effective, and 74% of them
recommended using it in future courses.
University students also believe that twitter is a useful tool for academic discussions, information
seeking, sharing, and constructive engagement with instructors and learners (Tur et al., 2017), an
experimental study by Junco et al. (2011) concluded that twitter enhanced students’ learning
experiences and improved their semester grade point averages, besides Twitter developed
students’ skills in expressing their ideas clearly in very few words (Dunlap & Lowoenthal, 2009 ;
Greenhow & Gleason,2012).
YouTube has been proved to play a pivotal role in higher education, students searched for the
visual content that was relevant to their courses. (Hrastinski & Aghaee, 2012), additionally
students used YouTube to upload educational materials that facilitated academic discussions with
their instructors and peers (Gentry, 2008), and led to academic success (Krauskopf et al., 2012).
Students also believe that Wiki is one of the useful interactive collaborative learning platforms
that enhances online collaboration and group interaction, as well as knowledge sharing among
learners (Wang et al., 2013).
Several studies showed that blogs support peer interaction and academic achievement (Yang &
Chang, 2011), by helping students to learn from the blogs of other learners (Churchill, 2009;
Ellison & Wu, 2008).
On the other hand, some studies demonstrated that other less popular social media websites were
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used successfully in higher education, for example, college students used Ning in their e-learning
courses, furthermore, it improved the quality of online interactions among students by giving them
the space to post files, upload videos and images (Brady et al., 2010), Myspace also allowed
teachers and students to send and receive educational materials (Al-Zoube & Abou El-Seoud,
2009).
4.2 The uses of social media platforms in different academic disciplines
Academics from different educational fields adopted Social media applications in their curricula,
Zorko (2009) concluded that wiki helped college students learn English, likewise, Chinese college
students used Online wiki to develop their English writing skills (Li & Zhu, 2011), similarly
Facebook groups have been one of the best virtual academic tools that helped students to learn
English, other new languages (Kabilan et al., 2010; Blattner & Fiori, 2009), as well as calculus
courses (GreGory et al, 2014).
Wiki was successful in improving students‘writing skills in composition classes, by allowing them
to work collaboratively with other students and instructors (Lundin, 2008).
Students of computer Science and Information systems adopted social media applications in their
courses, which in turn affected their academic performance positively (Oye et al., 2012; DupinBryant, 2012; Virkus, 2008), Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube allowed also statistics classroom to
engage in constructive academic discussions (Everson et al., 2013).
On the other hand, students from health and medicine majors benefited from social media
applications in their subjects, Cheston et al. (2013) analyzed 14 studies that explored the impact of
social media in medical education, they concluded that social media developed students’ skills,
improved their academic performance, and fostered team collaboration, likewise, Ward et al.
(2009) pointed out that health education students in the UK used web2.0 tools in learning,
especially YouTube that was used by health education instructors as a supplementary tool that
benefited them in developing their course materials (Burke et al., 2009).
Other studies mentioned that social media applications have been adopted in some religious
subjects, a study by Al-Rahmi and Zeki (2017) claimed that social media provided a useful online
platform for Malaysian students to learn Quran and Hadith through virtual online interactions.
4.3 Factors that affect the adoption of social media in higher education
Studies referred to several factors that could hinder the academic use of social media websites in
colleges and universities, one of these is the lack of the skills that teachers and students ought to
possess, Tess (2013) and Bosch (2009) stated that faculty members are not qualified enough to use
this new technology for academic purposes, in addition instructors prefer to use traditional
electronic tools like e-mail (Roblyer et al., 2010), likewise, a study by Lockyer and Patterson
(2008) also mentioned that students could not use flicker because they didn’t know how to browse
the website properly.
Other studies concluded that some technical obstacles as well as privacy, and integrity issues
could hinder the optimum use of social media features in education. (Wang et al., 2012; Moran et
al., 2011; Cheston et al.,2013).
Other demographic factors affected negatively the usage of social media in education, according
to Lin et al. (2013), and Al-Rahmi et al. (2018) females and older students do not prefer using
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social media websites for academic purposes.

CONCLUSION
The paper states that social media sites have been efficient in different academic disciplines,
especially Facebook that “can be utilized to improve communication, promote a positive learning
attitude, encourage learning and learning tasks adoption seriously and maximize the students'
social capital via virtual communications” (Al-Rahmi et al., 2018, p.61), due to the face that
Facebook is a simple and easy social media platform that makes learning interesting to students as
well as YouTube that” allows students with participatory style of learning to interact with their
peers online, regardless of their location. Therefore, these students may prefer using social media
for learning, as information and feedback from peers or lecturers can be obtained quickly through
such platforms” (Balakrishnan, & Lay, 2016, p.810), “However, not all students can be assumed
to benefit from social media either due to their diverse backgrounds or due to their different
learning styles” ( Balakrishnan & Lay, 2016, p.809), in addition to other technical and social
issues that are connected to privacy, integrity and lack of skills.
Thus “it is crucial for educators to be aware of the academic and social background of their
students prior to drawing up the lesson plans and the pedagogy, and the types of assessment to use
in the process of teaching” (Al-Rahmi et al., 2018, p.61), similarly, colleges and universities
should take the initiative to motivate and encourage more students and faculty to actively engage
in productive online learning through social media applications.
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The Geopolitical Influence of China's 21st Century Maritime Silk Road on the
Mediterranean Countries
Tianyi Liu 17
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Introduction:
The 21st Century Maritime Silk Road is a new ways forward for the Mediterranean Countries, themost strategic
maritime spaces that the initiative traverses from China to Mediterranean Region. It has attracted Mediterranean
countries attention for its funds, and Mediterranean countries want to use it to recover their own economy problems.
But the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road is also considered as a new Chinese geopolitical strategy.
Research Topic:
The Geopolitical Influence of China's 21st Century Maritime Silk Road on the Mediterranean Countries
Research questions:
What actual benefit could the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road brings to the Mediterranean countries?
Results:
The 21st Century Maritime Silk Road could be a new opportunity of development for the Mediterranean Countries
Questions for reflection: China and the Mediterranean Countries need more understanding of each other, so that
could find more area to make cooperation.
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ABSTRACT
Since the 21st century, marine resources have been the main resources for competition among
countries in the world. Effective control and development of marine resources has become the
main feature of the world situation. Sea power has become important to China. To strengthen sea
power, the most important thing, according to Chinese strategy, is to develop the marine economy
and build country into a “marine power” era, and maritime trade also provides China with
everything needed for economic growth, especially oil and energy resources. Therefore, the
development of marine economy has become an important part of the road to a strong nation. This
article mainly looks at maritime issues from the perspective of geo-environment, geopolitics, and
geo-strategy, discusses the geopolitical influence of China’s 21st Century Maritime Road on the
Mediterranean countries, and seizes the opportunity of the Maritime Silk Road along the route. To
safeguard maritime rights, China and Mediterranean countries develop the maritime economy,
consolidate the geopolitical environment, provide countermeasures and suggestions.
Keywords: Maritime Road, Geopolitics, Ocean issues, Mediterranean countries, Sea power

1 THE ERA BACKGROUND AND MAIN DIRECTION OF BUILDING A “MARINE
POWER”
In the 21st century, all countries attach importance to the development of sea power. As the main
resource that is competed by countries around the world, marine resources are facing an
increasingly severe situation. How to effectively control and develop marine resources has
become the main feature of the world situation. Starting from the inherent requirements of China's
"Marine Power Strategy" and the "Belt and Road" construction, we should understand ocean
issues from the perspectives of geo-environment, geopolitics, and geo-strategy. According to the
perspective of global power, there are three assumptions based on classic British and American
geopolitical theories. The most important one is the Eurasian continental centralism; the global
ocean is indivisible and a unified whole. Sea power divides the world’s continents into several
islands, and the Eurasian continent is the largest "island”. On this vast land, rich in resources, and
full of powerful nations, many factors determine that it has great world political significance. If
someone could control Eurasia, it means that someone could control the world. Therefore, it is the
center of the power struggle (Nicholas John Spykman 2016).
The course of history shows that China hasn’t formed a long-term and stable maritime strategy for
a land-sea complex country. The 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China
officially proposed to become a "marine power" country (Wang fang 2016). This is such a creative
strategic movement. Building a maritime economic power is the main direction for China now.
The “Belt and Road” runs through the continents of Asia, Europe and Africa, one end is the active
East Asian economic circle, and the other end is a well-developed European economic circle, and
the vast heartland countries in the middle have great potential for economic development. 21st
Century Maritime Silk Road focuses on development of:
 China’s road to Central Asia, Russia and Europe (Baltic Sea);
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 China’s road to Central Asia and West Asia to the Persian Gulf and the Mediterranean;
 China’s road to Southeast Asia, South Asia and the Indian Ocean.
The main direction of 21 Century Maritime Silk Road is to extend from China’s coastal ports
across the South Chinese Sea to the Indian Ocean, to Europe.

Mapp of the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road (Xinhuanet, 2021)
Among them, the important guiding force and the driving force are to promote the vitality of the
marine economy. The technical guarantee for building a "marine power" lies in the improvement
of marine technology; the basis for the sustainable development of the marine industry lies in the
protection of the marine ecological environment. The fundamental guarantee for maintaining
territorial sovereignty and marine rights and interests with a strong backing, lies in building a
modern ocean-going navy.
China is a large land-sea complex country with a vast land area and maritime jurisdiction. A landsea complex country means a land with fewer natural obstacles and at the same time a country that
is on the verge of open ocean space. As the cornerstone of the national maritime strategy, naval
power has been extended in terms of its status. It is still unshakable. Beyond the balance of forces
between the various maritime powers, how can we expect to develop, to grow in the future,
avoiding potential crisis situations? This evolution of the world maritime situation cannot take
place in a condition of "anarchy". If China wants to structure its role in the world of tomorrow, it
certainly needs to strengthen its role as a navy power, to avoid having to passively suffer potential
crisis situations in the near future. (Alfred Thayer Mahan, 1890). From an objective point of view,
maritime strategic interests will play an increasingly important role in the overall development of
a country with the development of the times. The modernization of naval services is a mission that
all coastal countries must accomplish either by their own national strength or relying on foreign
aid.
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2 THE GEOPOLITICAL INFLUENCE OF THE MARITIME SILK MARITIME SILK
ROAD ON MARITIME SILK ROAD ON MEDITERRANEAN COUNTRIES
In Churchill’s words, the Mediterranean is Europe’s "Soft Underbellys" (Mohammed Bedjaoui,
1987), without the security of the Mediterranean, there is no way to talk about security in Europe.
European countries have now reached a consensus that the economic prosperity of Mediterranean
ports has become an important factor influencing the political and economic stability of European
countries. Maintaining economic stability and development in the Mediterranean region has
become the common interest of European countries.
The Maritime Silk Road is represented in the Chinese vision as a concentration of commercial and
industrial opportunities. Just like "One Belt, One Road" connects China and Europe, but through
Southeast Asia, South Asia, the Middle East, and East Africa, excluding China, these areas of
world, including China, account for 42% of the world's population and 1/4 GDP accounts of the
world's population (OCED 2018). The countries where get The Belt and Road investment see
Chinese new silk road as a new opportunity, so more and more countries along the road become
active to attend into recovery their own countries economy crisis (Economicdaily, 2021). From the
past to the present, maritime economy and trade have been an important part of China's economic
power. It has provided energy and petroleum resources for China's economic growth, which is a
key resource required for China’s economic growth. It is precisely because of oil resources and
the maritime market that China needs to use the Maritime Silk Road to closely connect with the
Mediterranean. Mediterranean ports between Spain, Greece and Italy, as well as ports in Arab
countries, account for one-third of the world's maritime trade (SRM 2016).
For China it is important to increase the volume of goods directly transported to Europe through
Suez Channel, more than through South Africa as it is nowadays. Therefore, for China's
development of maritime trade, Mediterranean ports are an important strategic port base, and the
ties between China and Europe can be strengthened through the Mediterranean. Italy, Greece and
Spain are all important links in this chain.
The intercontinental railway between Yiwu and Madrid in Spain will represent an opportunity for
investment of all firms all along the connected countries. COSCO Shipping and the Piraeus Port
Authority have created a contribution of 1.5 billion euro to the Greek economy and created
125,000 direct or in private job opportunities (Xinhuanet, 2019).
Therefore, all ports in the Mediterranean, even the port of Naples, Italy have investment from
Chinese companies. Moreover, for China’s maritime economic activities, the occupation of the
Mediterranean ports in Europe has a very important geopolitical significance: it becomes a
strategic outpost (Pietro Longe 2013). In March 2019, China and Italy signed a memorandum of
understanding to promote the construction of the “Belt and Road”. Italy became the first G7
country to formally participate in the “Belt and Road” initiative and the 14th European country to
participate in the construction of the “Belt and Road” initiative (Central Radio and Television
Station International Online 2019). The geographical location of Italy in the center of the
Mediterranean Sea has always been reflected in the policy of close relations with all coastal
countries from Spain to Greece, from Turkey to Egypt. The main lines of Italy’s foreign policy
have always been NATO and European Union. (Philip Daniels 1998).
Due to its geographic identity as a European Mediterranean country, Italy is closely related to the
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situation in West Asia and North Africa. As a close ally of the United States, it must bear the
consequences of the United States' Middle East policy-which often harms Italy's national interests.
With the development of international forms, Italy must take the protection of its own interests
and the promotion of its position in international affairs as the goal, and more carefully evaluate
"Europeanism" and "Atlanticism" (Atkinson, 2020). Although people want it to be negligible,
Europe is still the most important continent on the planet, the most wealth, and the only continent
that can ensure the legality of global rulers. It is superior to Asia in terms of capacity and stability,
and superior to the Middle East and America in terms of geographic location and prosperity. The
purpose of USA is to reject China's accession to the European Union. The cities crossed by the
Silk Road are, in many cases, cities in which various European countries have great experience
and relationships thanks to their colonial past. They have a deep understanding of the local area,
rich contacts, and rich operations, plus the joint development of “third-party market cooperation”
It is conducive to sharing investment risks, reducing the possible confrontation between China and
Europe in independent investment in countries along the "Belt and Road", increasing the space for
hedging and cooperation, and fostering new economic growth points.
But Europe pays more attention to the benefits that can be obtained in general. For European
Union, the TTIP (Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership) proposed by United States is
more in line with European tastes and could see tangible benefits. A study by the World Trade
Organization (WTO) and the London Center for Economic Policy Research (CEPR) shows that if
the TTIP is a successful agreement, the United States and Europe will become the world's largest
free trade zone in terms of output value. By then, EU exports to the United States will increase by
28% (European Commission, 2017). It is earning an extra 187 billion euro in foreign exchange
each year; the total investment added by the United States to Europe will be three times the total
investment of all Asian countries, and it will create about 15 million job opportunities for Europe
(People's Daily 2019).
On another side, the goals pursued by the Chinese Belt initiative are consistent with the goals
pursued by the Greek national development (China Economic Herald 2016). The port of Piraeus is
the largest port in Greece and one of the largest container ports in the Mediterranean. As an
important entry point for Chinese goods to enter Southeast Europe, Piraeus Port is related to
China's "One Belt, One Road" strategic layout. "After the seaborne containers arrive at the port of
Piraeus in Greece, they will form a sea-rail combined transport with the railway, as well as water
transfers in the Mediterranean (Li Jingjing ,2016)." So, Chinese invest to the Greek sea ports.
Analysts pointed out that the significance of the port of Piraeus lies in the creation of a new
China-Europe Sea Express. For China, the acquisition of Piraeus Port in Greece echoes the “One
Belt One Road” strategy and can form a new growth point for China’s foreign trade exports
(Admin 2018).
For decades, the Mediterranean has been a friendly region to the West. The rise of China as a
major economy has affected the interests of the United States and the European Union in the
Mediterranean. China’s economic growth in the 21st century is impressive, and the world is
developing towards multi-polarity. These two points have affected China’s position in
international politics. Chinese leaders try to show that China does not pose a threat but seeks to be
a constructive and rule-abiding member of the international community. In 2013, after China
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proposed the "One Belt, One Road" initiative, discussions on China's rise entered a new stage. The
China Development and Reform Commission, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and the Ministry of
Commerce described the initiative as "a systematic project of consultation, joint construction, and
win-win results, which should integrate the development strategies of countries along the route
(Chinese Foreign Ministry, 2015)." According this document, the main goal of "One Belt One
Road" is to promote connectivity and transportation infrastructure between ports and railways.
Chinese scholars have been trying to interpret the “Belt and Road” initiative as Beijing’s new
global strategy thinking after Xi Jinping become the president of People's Republic of China. If
China's economic priorities are straightforward, its political calculations are not. Although
Chinese government officials oppose the direct link between the “Belt and Road” initiative and
geopolitics, this link should not be ignored even if it is not direct. Western critics also believe that
there is a geopolitical dimension.
In short, the “Belt and Road” is a new initiative that can help China to better develop the
Mediterranean region and strengthen its relations with related countries. China may also help
resolve conflicts in the Eurasian region, while putting trade and energy interests above others.
Above benefits, Beijing is taking a "look and see" approach. Western countries should take this
opportunity to establish a new type of cooperative relationship to get the most out of China's
actions. China needs to consolidate the geopolitical environment of win-win cooperation to build
a maritime power.
Marine geopolitics are still facing severe games. Western powers are accustomed to manipulating
the international rules of the ocean by relying on the political advantages of ocean geography.
Brzezinski’s exaggeration of geopolitics in "The Big Game" and the obsession of the United
States and other Western countries in pursuing the "Indo-Pacific strategy" all reflect that some
Western countries use geopolitical advantages to gain their own strategic advantages (Zbigniew
Brzezinski, 1997). It is a zero-sum game that will lead to a series of geopolitical crises.
Throughout the world’s maritime security landscape, the United States and Russia, the two major
powers, have unique maritime geopolitical advantages, and their maritime military strength far
exceeds other countries. They are familiar with maritime security issues and have the
determination and ability to engage in strategic games in the field of global maritime security. On
the other side we have the others countries in the same area that have definitely a low level in
maritime power. These countries have a military power that is roughly the same, but the cultural
system and national characteristics are quite different, which intensifies the risk of maritime
geopolitical conflicts. Adhering to the principle of extensive consultation, joint construction, and
mutual appreciation, China advocates the "One Belt One Road", through communication policies
with countries along the route, connecting facilities, unblocking trade, financing funds, making
connections among people deeper, and jointly improving the lives of people in China and the rest
of the world.
The experience and lessons of European land-sea complex countries tell us that China's road to
becoming a powerful country lies in getting rid of the dilemma of strategic choice and dual
vulnerabilities (Beatrice Giblin 2012), and developing towards the sea under the premise of
strategic concentration. Therefore, the future development direction of China should be mainly on
the sea. Its main contents include: use of maritime transportation convenience, development of
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marine fishery and mineral resources, improvement of naval equipment and combat capabilities to
protect maritime rights and interests, and safeguard national sovereignty and territorial integrity.
Strengthen mutually beneficial cooperative relations with Mediterranean countries, serve as a link
between the overseas world, and play a role as a sea and land link. More important than the
correct strategic choice is that China must continue to consolidate the current hard-won
geographic environment (Shao Yongling, 2000).
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Music and Dance, the Ultimate mode of Communication
Margarita Kefalaki

Introduction:
In this article, using the autobiographical method, the author describes her unique bond with music, lyrics and dance,
a connection which always appeared to her as the ultimate mode of communication.
Research Topic:
Music and dance as the ultimate mode of communication
Research questions:
How can music and dance can help us communicate, collaborate, exchange?
Results:
The personal experiences of the writer, while traveling and meeting other people and cultures (France-Nimes, Saint
Jean du Gard, Marseille, Montpellier, Paris, Corsica and Sardinia), serve as different case studies that proves the
research question.
Questions for reflection:
We examine ‘projects’ that concern music and dance, like the participation in concerts, creation of traditional dance
ateliers, realization of a musical disc in 3 languages where the author signs the music and the lyrics and was also
responsible for the project’s management. How can young people and students imitate and create their own journey in
musical and dance creation?
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Summary
In this article, using the autobiographical method, the author describes her unique bond with
music, lyrics and dance, a connection which always appeared to her as the ultimate mode of
communication. The personal experiences of the writer, while traveling and meeting other people
and cultures (France-Nimes, Saint Jean du Gard, Marseille, Montpellier, Paris, Corsica and
Sardinia), serve as different case studies. We examine ‘projects’ that concern music and dance:
participation in concerts, creation of traditional dance ateliers, realization of a musical disc in 3
languages where the author signs the music and the lyrics and was also responsible for the
project’s management. Last but not least, we discuss the production of a PhD dealing with the
saving, innovation, transmission and promotion of traditional music and dance. Such concrete
examples explain and prove music and dance as a universal language that connects people and
nations, as the ‘ultimate mode of communication’.
Keywords: traditional music and dance, autobiographical method, intercultural communication
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Introduction
Who doesn’t love listening to music, singing or/and dancing? For the author, listening to music,
producing music and dancing always felt like something natural, a continuity of herself. Writing
poems and lyrics, expressing her inner emotions and thoughts, came as an internal need since she
was still very young19. There is no particular place or time that she writes. Expressing her
emotions by writing on a piece of paper or simply whispering rhythms and words can take place
anywhere: while traveling, walking, waking up in the middle of the night, or while listening to
music. In all cases, it is her personal need to express that claims to be translated/expressed with
the help of the rhythm and lyrics. Everything is an inspiration to her as she always likes to observe
people and things. An animal walking down the street, a stranger with an eccentric smile or a
special look, a baby crying comforted by its mother, children playing, the trees dancing with the
wind, the sea calling us to calm and let go… Everything can become a reason to express her
feelings and try to inspire others.
In this article, using the autobiographical method, the author describes her relation with music,
lyrics and dance. This connection always appeared to her as the ultimate mode of communication
and a way to make other people communicate, collaborate, get inspired and become able to inspire
others. The personal experiences of the writer, while traveling and meeting other people and
cultures (France-Nimes, Saint Jean du Gard, Marseille, Montpellier, Paris, Corsica and Sardinia),
effectuating projects concerning music and dance (participation in concerts, creation and
animation of traditional dance ateliers, realization of a musical disc in 3 languages where she
signs the music and the lyrics, and was also responsible for the project’s management), and, last
but not least, effectuating a PhD on how people can communicate with the help of traditional
music and dance, proves how music and dance are a universal language that can connect people
and nations.
Literature review
Music can inevitably be proposed as the ultimate mode of communication, as it has all the
attributes of a communicative system that is highly adapted to facilitate the management of the
uncertainties of social interaction being uniquely efficacious at multiple levels in situations that
are 'on the edge' (Cross, 2009).
Additionally, Cross (2009) proves by his research that music is a) cross-culturally universal, b)
acceptable as an honest signal, c) endowed with semantic indeterminacy, d) elicit of a sense of
shared action and intention. It is the belief of the writer as well, that this universal signal called
music is the ultimate collaborative tool.
…despite the fact that music appears much more heterogeneous and differentiated
in function from culture to culture than does language, music possesses common
attributes across cultures: it exploits the human capacity to entrain to external
(particularly social) stimuli, and presents a rich set of semantic fields while underdetermining meaning (Cross, 2009 : 1).
“When musical communication is understood as constituting a mode of social
The first poem that I recall and also became a song of the disc that came out in Corsica France, named ‘Incuntru
incu
u
ventu,
in
English
meeting
with
the
wind,
see
at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6C0ZdCDLfVY&ab_channel=Margaritakefalaki was created by me at the age of
13 (as a fist version in Greek).
19
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interaction that allows the co-creation of risk-free frameworks for interaction, an
act of entrainment (identifiable by means of performance of constant and mutual
error correction) can be interpreted as constituting, at the least, a practical
guarantee that those who are mutually engaged do not have aggressive intent in
respect of each other; entrainment is a guarantee of cooperatively (not of
cooperation per se, but of the likelihood that each entraining individual is prepared
to cooperate)’’ (Cross, 2009 : 7).
Gerry et al. (2012) found that infants assigned to the active musical experience showed superior
development of prelinguistic communicative gestures and social behaviour compared to infants
assigned to the passive musical experience.
Turino, (2008) explains that musical sounds are a powerful human recourse reflecting our most
profound social occasions and experiences. People use music to create and express their emotional
inner lives, to celebrate weddings, to sustain friendships and communities, to inspire mass
political movements, to help babies fall asleep (Turino, 2008), to celebrate love, new arrivals and
even death (Sevcenko, 2011).
My Ithaca through music and dance
I started practicing traditional Greek dances in a more ‘professional’ way at the age of 13, entering
the group of dances of my school. This is when I first understood the amazing positive energy that
we can achieve in a group of people while dancing such dances (Douka et al., 2019).
Dancing holds a very important place in the Greek culture, as it represents unity, connection,
collaboration, and mutual expression of sentiments, among others (Kontogianni, 2021). The fact
that dance performs a social function adds to its important role to Greek people. Dancing is
spontaneous for most of the Greeks around the world, as an experience of total connection with
the music, creativity (Lykesas et al. 2009), and passion. Especially when we are talking about
collective dances like sirtos, described as the ‘dance performed by all Greeks and all dance events’
(Suresha, 2012).
a) The creation of a dance group in Corsica - France
It was in Corsica, while I was preparing my PhD thesis (2003-2006), that I created and animated a
group of Greek traditional dances. Teaching at about 20 adults (students from Corsica and abroad,
and inhabitants), traditional dances like syrtos, kalamatianos, xasapiko and xasaposerviko,
became a great moment to share, get to know with another culture, communicate and exchange.
This dance group became known in Corte, the region where the ateliers took place, and other
regions of Corsica. Articles were written about this group (see at the annexes no 1_journal article).
We were also invited by many different associations in (Ajaccio, Cargese, Corte, Bastia) and out
of Corsica (Sardinia - Italy), to participate in music and dance festivals representing the Greek and
the Corse community. Additionally, we effectuated exchanges with groups of students from
Greece (see at the annexes no 2 and 3_journal article), and we also practiced at places like
universities, for example at the University of Corsica, with the participation of students from
different countries, at different occasions (see no 4_picture of dance performance with students at
the university, at the annexes). France 3 Corse, the local TV channel, participated in the
promotion of those actions and activities, as they invited us to give an interview. This was the
occasion that we also referred to other intercultural actions, like the project of the multilingual
disc in 3 languages, named ‘Anghulini’ (little angels), that received the respect and the admiration
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of the media at the time (the local radio France Bleu RCFM Frequenza Mora often played songs
from the CD).
b) The realization of a musical disc in 3 languages
It was about at the same time period (2002-2003), that I had the idea to create a musical disc in
three different languages, inspired by the Corsican dialect and the efforts of the inhabitants to
protect and transmit it. My intention was to give an example of how important it is to save and
promote our cultural differences and at the same time develop the connection/collaboration
between people and countries (Mediterranean countries for this case: Corsica- France, Greece,
Italy …). Nevertheless realizing this disc project was not an easy task. It took me three years to
put it in place while some of the stakeholders (artists, producers) I contacted at first, where very
skeptical and indifferent. The disc ‘Anghulini’ (little angels) was created with 8 of my songs in
Greek, including parts in French and Corsican languages and two Corsican songs, one traditional
and one modern/actual, that also included a Greek and French version. There was even a song for
which we created a video clip in collaboration with the professors and the students of the
Technological Institute of Corsica (Licence Professionnelle: Techniques et Activités de l'Image et
du Son). This song is called ‘Surella mia’(you can click on the title to see the video), which means
‘my sister’ and talks about the importance of listening, of loving and showing love and of
accepting others as if they are your brothers and sisters.
I truly believe that it is by innovation and adaptation that a culture, a language, a nation, can
advance and move forward. This is what I tried to demonstrate to my Corsican friends, among
others, who I always consider a family. I do not know if I accomplished my purpose, but the main
reasons I wanted so much carry out this project was: a) to share some of my emotions and
thoughts with people I care about (Corsican people and people around the world), b) underline the
importance of respecting, saving and promoting our differences (linguistic and others), c) express
my own passion for the importance and power of music as the ultimate mode of intercultural
communication, and last but not least, d) collaborate with Corsican artists and help them
communicate and pass on their music out of Corsica (something that proved to be very difficult to
realize). While I was working on this project it is important to note that I was also working on my
PhD thesis that also had to do with the importance of saving, innovating and promoting music and
dance (traditional this time), for the good of exchange, collaboration and cultural recognition of
each nation.
c) The realization of my PhD
My PhD thesis was in direct link with what we consider in this paper as the ultimate mode of
communication, which is music and dance. With the title ‘Cultural Identity in the Mediterranean:
music and dance of Corsica and Naxos’ – ‘L'identité culturelle en Méditerranée : musiques et
danses de Corse et de Naxos’ this thesis proposes specific tools of saving, innovating and
promoting our cultural identity, our cultural heritage. Bellow I have chosen to present some pieces
of this work (translated from French) that indicate its intention to indicate and promote the
importance of saving, innovating and communicating in a collaborative way our cultural identity.
Making an inventory of traditional dances today, evaluating the modern methods of their
transmission and proposing formulas in their favor are steps that can promote cultural diversity.
Such work could also analyze the characteristics that shape our similarities and our differences in
the Mediterranean space (social structures, cultural perceptions, forms of self-recognition,
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relationship to land and work, etc.), from the perspective of develop cooperation projects20
(Kefalaki, 2016: 337).
This work proposes to deal with the evolution of traditional music and dance in the Mediterranean
area, and more particularly in two islands: Corsica and Naxos. We have underlined the importance
of safeguarding and enhancing it, while respecting its anchoring in tradition, but also taking into
account the modern world21. (idem: 332)
Our surveys on traditional dance and music groups, but also on cultural structures and actors,
specialists in music and dance, and young people, in Corsica and Naxos, have enabled us to
approach what it is agreed to call the “Cultural Identity in the Mediterranean”. We discover,
among other things, what tradition means and how it is represented in each of these island areas
fully confronted with the impact and the effects of globalization. Popular dance is one of the
practices of the oral tradition which suffers the most from the current ambiguous cultural
situation22 (idem: 332).
Today a new phase of action is required. Our proposals (ensuring dance in schools, encouraging
research, renewing the repertoire / integrating new music and dances, creating a cultural center
that will promote intangible practices, etc.), could precisely make it possible to move forward
towards more concrete actions. The creation of an album in Greek, Corsican and French
languages, the representation of Corsica at the world level, and other projects that we have carried
out, attest to the interest of such initiatives23 (idem: 333)
Protecting, safeguarding, developing, and transmitting cannot be done by declaring the tradition
alive: it would rather mean that it is already dead. We should rather encourage the living aspect of
men, foster their creativity. Dances inherited from the past can fuel today's creation and creating
by drawing inspiration from the traditional is the goal of all tradition. However, we must admit
and accept at the same time that it is a question of creation and no longer of tradition (Delassus,
2006). To remain ‘frozen’ behind the word tradition, to be afraid of betraying it, or on the contrary
to use it as a commercial advantage for the new creation, can only pose us problems. It is
especially important to embrace our contemporary creativity. Sharing, exchanging, and
communicating are principles that we should know and practice from an early age. Dance is a
very good example of their application, since it promotes relationships with others. The promotion
The initial text in French language : ‘Faire un état des lieux des danses traditionnelles aujourd’hui, évaluer les
méthodes modernes de leur transmission et proposer des formules en leur faveur, sont des démarches qui peuvent
favoriser la diversité culturelle. Un tel travail pourrait également analyser les caractéristiques qui façonnent nos
similitudes et nos différences dans l’espace méditerranéen (structures sociales, perceptions culturelles, formes de la
reconnaissance de soi, rapport au sol et au travail, etc.), dans la perspective d’élaborer des projets de coopération’ (we
translate).
21 The initial text in French language : ‘Ce travail s’est proposé de traiter l’évolution de la musique et de la danse
traditionnelles dans l’espace méditerranéen, et plus particulièrement, dans deux espaces insulaires : la Corse et Naxos.
Nous avons souligné l’importance de sa sauvegarde et de sa valorisation, dans le respect de son ancrage dans la
tradition, mais aussi dans la prise en compte du monde moderne’.
22 The initial text in French language : ‘Nos enquêtes auprès des groupes de danse et de musique traditionnelles, mais
également des structures et des acteurs culturels, des spécialistes de la musique et de la danse, et des jeunes, en Corse
et à Naxos, nous ont permis d’approcher ce qu’il est convenu d’appeler l’Identité Culturelle en Méditerranée. On
découvre, entre autres, ce que la tradition signifie et comment elle est représentée dans chacun de ces espaces îliens
pleinement confrontés aux impacts et aux effets de la mondialisation. La danse populaire est une des pratiques de la
tradition orale qui souffre le plus de la situation culturelle ambiguë actuelle’.
23 The initial text in French language : ‘Aujourd’hui une phase d’action s’impose. Nos propositions (assurer la danse
dans les écoles, encourager la recherche, renouveler le répertoire/ intégrer des nouvelles musiques et danses, créer un
centre culturel qui va promouvoir les pratiques immatérielles, etc.), pourraient justement permettre d’avancer vers des
actions concrètes. La création d’un album en langues grecque, corse et française, la représentation de la Corse au
niveau mondial, et d’autres projets que nous avons réalisés, attestent l’intérêt de telles initiatives’.
20
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of dance will allow us to better situate ourselves in a multicultural world, because its practice will
allow us to communicate more precisely thanks to our differences. Finally, practicing traditional
dance could help us find each other, get to know each other better, respect each other, and
therefore move towards Transculturality/ Transculturalité24, which grants legitimate equality to
each culture25 (idem: 333)
Any culture, from any continent, whether national or local, is today called upon to symbiosis.
Sensitivity, good will, and communication play more and more an important role for its balance.
To move forward, we must move away from the cultural contempt that currently governs our
societies. It is not only enough to accept the other; it is also necessary to respect him and aim to
communicate with him. This is where the responsibility of politicians, schools, the media, and
each of us comes in: seizing any opportunity to better communicate can only be done with the will
and collaboration of all26 (idem: 334).
Music and dance are fundamental modes of communication as they both provide a way for people
to interact, express themselves, and share emotions (Lykesas, 2018; Popa Blanariu, 2015; Ferm
Almqvist & Andersson, 2019). The digital revolution and the developments of music recording
and playback equipment, mean that virtually any music can now be listened to at any time by
many listeners around the world, some of whom can carry their entire music libraries around
wherever they go. These changes also mean that many more people have the means of composing,
recording and performing their own music than at any time in the past (Hargreaves et al., 2005).
This is a way of how technological innovation can help music and dance, traditional but all types
of music and dance, evolve, transmit, communicate, and become a perfect mode of
communication and collaboration.
While writing my thesis it was also important to underline the fact that I seized every possible
opportunity to represent Corsica at many different international events, like academic conferences
happening around the world, speaking about its cultural inheritance and habits, see at the annexes
no 7_journal article). My intention, with the production of the disc and this kind of representation
of the Corsican culture abroad, had always been my ultimate goal for cultural communication and
collaboration, understanding of the importance the and power of cultural identity for such
demarches.

24

Néologisme du milieu du XXe siècle en concurrence avec interculturalité, composé du préfixe latin trans : « à
travers » + culturalité, de culture.
25
The initial text in French language : ‘Protéger, sauvegarder, faire évoluer, et transmettre, ne peut pas se faire en
déclarant la tradition vivante : cela signifierait plutôt qu’elle est déjà morte. Il faudrait plutôt encourager l’aspect
vivant des hommes, favoriser leur créativité. Les danses héritées du passé peuvent alimenter la création d'aujourd'hui :
créer en s’inspirant du traditionnel est le but de toute tradition. Or, il faut en même temps admettre et accepter qu’il
s’agit de création et non plus de tradition (Delassus, 2006). Rester figés derrière le mot tradition, avoir peur de le
trahir, ou au contraire l’utiliser comme avantage commercial pour la nouvelle création, ne peut que nous poser des
problèmes. Il importe surtout d’assumer notre créativité contemporaine. Partager, échanger, et communiquer, sont des
principes que nous devrions connaître et pratiquer dès le plus jeune âge. La danse est un très bon exemple de leur
application, puisqu’elle favorise la relation avec autrui. La promotion de la danse nous permettra de mieux nous situer
dans un monde multiculturel, car sa pratique nous permettra justement de communiquer grâce à nos différences.
Pratiquer la danse traditionnelle pourrait nous aider à nous retrouver, à mieux nous connaître, nous respecter, avancer
donc vers la Transculturalité, qui accorde une égalité légitime à chaque culture.
26
The initial text in French language : ‘Toute culture, de tout continent, qu’elle soit nationale ou locale, est
aujourd'hui convoquée à la symbiose. La sensibilité, la bonne volonté, et la communication jouent de plus en plus un
rôle important pour son équilibre. Pour avancer, il faut s’éloigner du mépris culturel qui régit actuellement nos
sociétés. Il ne suffit pas seulement d’accepter l’autre, il faut aussi le respecter et vouloir communiquer avec lui. C’est
là qu’intervient la responsabilité des politiques, des écoles, des médias, et de chacun d’entre nous : saisir toute
opportunité pour mieux communiquer ne peut se faire qu’avec la volonté et la collaboration de tous’.
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Conclusion
In this article we have proposed some concrete examples to prove our initial hypothesis that music
and dance is and should be considered as the ultimate mode of communication. More precisely,
we have presented the personal experiences of the writer while:
a) creating and animating a dance group in Corsica - France,
b) producing a musical disc in 3 languages, and
c) writing a PhD with the theme of Cultural Identity in the Mediterranean: music and dance of
Corsica and Naxos’.
In other words, through these particular examples, we have demonstrated how dance and music
can create links of collaboration, links of creation and co-creation and how it can become a major
theme for knowledge, understanding, and inspiring people and nations.
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